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SESSION ONE
Wednesday 26 November 2014, starting at 10.30am
WORLD ORDERS, MEDALS AND DECORATIONS
The Fred Rockwood Collection (Part 1)

Frederick W. Rockwood passed away March 3, 2014 at his home in Batesville, Indiana after a long illness.
He will be fondly remembered as an avid collector, meticulous researcher, and true friend of the hobby.
His knowledge of military history, medals, and militaria was frequently sought by collecting friends
around the world. An early and sustained interest in stamps led Fred into coins and finally to orders,
decorations, and medals where he collected worldwide. He was a partner in FJP Auctions, Inc., a strong
supporter of the OMSA and the Ohio Valley Military Society (OVMS).
Fred was a Salt Lake City born-Stanford University undergrad-Harvard law Renaissance man with varied
interests in many different fields of learning. He had an extraordinary eclectic library, all of which he
could instantly recall. He loved languages and spoke many of them fluently, including Chinese (both
Mandarin and Cantonese) and German. Fred held many Church leadership positions, was President and
CEO of a Fortune 500 Company, served on the Boy Scouts of America Cincinnati Council board of directors, and supported all forms of the arts.
Every travel opportunity for Fred led to a favourite book store. Once, after an overnight flight to London,
he could not check in at the hotel because the room wasn’t ready. Thinking there was time to spend an
hour searching the stacks and still have time to catch a much needed nap before dinner; Fred made an
early afternoon visit to a book store. He was soon in an almost hidden corner of an upstairs room. He
found something of interest on a bottom shelf, bent over to pick it up, and then sat down on the floor to
take a better look. The next thing he remembered was being awakened by a security guard hours after the
store had closed.
Fred Rockwood was a unique individual who will be missed by those who knew him. He is survived by
his wife Jolene, six sons and daughters, and eighteen grandchildren.
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ANNAM
1
*Order of the Dragon, Commander’s neck badge, by Lemaître, Paris 1901-18, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 70.5mm, in
case of issue, extremely fine
£400-600

AUSTRIA
2
*Order of St Stephen, Knight’s breast badge, suspension ring hallmarked, in gold and enamels, width 33mm, good very fine
£1,000-1,500
3
*Order of St Stephen, ribbon for Knight’s breast badge with Grand Cross small decoration, in silver, with gilt and enamelled
centre, extremely fine
£200-300
4
*Order of Franz Joseph, Knight’s breast badge, by V. Mayers Söhne, in gold and enamels, width 31mm, in case of issue,
reverse dated 1906, extremely fine
£350-400

5 (slightly reduced)

5
A Mounted Group of Eleven: Bronze Signum Laudis medal with swords on ribbon, Bronze Bravery medal, both Franz Joseph,
Karl Truppen Kreuz, GERMANY, Iron Cross 1939 Second Class, CROATIA, Order of King Zvonimir’s Crown, Third Class badge, with
swords, GERMANY, Great War Commemorative with Swords, Wermacht 4 year Long Service Medal, HUNGARY, Great War
Commemorative, BULGARIA, Great War Commemorative, SALZBURG, Landeskameradschaftsbund 50 years Long Service, Faema,
20 years Long Service medal, very fine or better (11)
£400-500

BELGIUM
6
*Order of Leopold, Military Division, type 2, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 56mm, lower limb
of cross chipped, very fine
£250-300
7
*Order of Leopold, Military Division, type 2, Grand Officer’s breast star, by Wolfers, circa 1900, in silver, with gilt and
enamel centre and gilt swords, 83mm, extremely fine
£350-400

9

8
10

13

11

12

8
Order of Leopold, Civil Division, type 3, post 1951, Commander’s neck badge, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 58.5mm,
extremely fine
£150-180
9
*Order of Leopold II, type 3, post 1951, in bronze-gilt, with enamelled centre, width 51mm, extremely fine

£120-150

BULGARIA
10
*Military Order of Bravery, type 1, Third Class breast badge, in gilt and enamels, width 39mm, in case of issue, good very
fine
£200-250
11
*Order of Merit, Ferdinand I Royal issue, First Class, in silver-gilt without designer’s signature below bust, width 32mm, good
very fine
£80-120
12
*Order of Merit, Boris III issue, First Class, in silver-gilt, width 32mm, in case of issue, extremely fine

£100-150

13
*Order of Civil Merit, type 2 (1908-44), Lady’s Second Class, in silver and enamels, width 46.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£200-300

14

14
*Order of Civil Merit, type 4 (1944-46), with Royal monogram replaced by Bulgarian national colours, Grand cross sash badge,
in silver-gilt and enamels, width 65mm, very fine and rare, with sash
£1,000-1,500

15

15
*Order of Civil Merit, type 4, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 54mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
and rare
£300-400

16

17

16
*Order of Civil Merit, type 4, Fifth Class breast badge with wreath, in silver and enamels, width 47mm, on lady’s bow,
extremely fine
£150-200
17
*Order of Civil Merit, type 4, Sixth Class Merit Cross, in silver, with enamelled centre, width 44mm, extremely fine
£80-100

18

18
*Order of Military Merit, 1916 issue with War Wreath, Second Class set of insignia, by Johann Schwerdtner, Vienna,
comprising Neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 63.5mm, and breast star, in silver with gilt and enamel centre, 96.5mm,
extremely fine
£600-800

19

20

19
*Order of Military Merit, type 3 1944-46, with royal monogram replaced by Bulgarian national colours, Silver Cross on
Bravery ribbon, extremely fine
£80-100
20
*Order of the Red Cross, Second Class lady’s breast badge, in silver and enamels, width 45mm, in case of issue, mounted on
lady’s bow, good very fine and scarce
£300-400

20

21

22

21
*Cross for the Election of Prince Ferdinand 1887, First Class breast badge, by Rothe, Vienna, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 41.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£300-400
The Cross for the Election of Prince Ferdinand was first awarded on 28 October 1889 with subsequent awards made until 1906, according to
Bulgarian archives 699 First Class, 1019 Second Class and 475 Third Class crosses were awarded.

22
*Cross for the Election of Prince Ferdinand 1887, Second Class breast badge, in bronze-gilt, extremely fine
£100-120
23
*Cross for the Election of Prince Ferdinand 1887, Third Class breast badge in silvered bronze, extremely fine
£150-200

24

25

24
*Silver Wedding of Prince Ferdinand 1893, silver medal, with crown, extremely fine

26

£100-150

25
*Eightieth Birthday of Princess Clementina, Mother of Prince Ferdinand 1899, silver medal, 32mm, in case of issue,
good extremely fine and rare
£250-300
26
*Insignia of the Bulgarian Red Cross, ‘1887’ type 3, in bronze-gilt with enamelled red cross, in case of issue, virtually mint
state
£120-150

27

28

29

CHINA
27
*Empire, Red Cross Decoration, in silver-gilt, with enamelled Red Cross, in lacquer case of issue, extremely fine
£300-400
28
*Republic, Order of the Striped Tiger, Third Class neck badge, reverse unmarked and unnumbered, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 69.5mm, good very fine
£1,200-1,500
29
*Republic, Order of the Striped Tiger, Seventh Class breast star, Yong Zeng workshop, Canton, reverse seal inscription
reads ‘Yong Zeng Zi Zao’, with digital mark X6 above, in silver, gilt and enamels, 54mm, lower left ‘class’ star lacking, otherwise
good very fine
£500-700

30

31

30
*Republic, Order of the Cloud and Banner, Third Class breast star, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse numbered 1345,
83mm, in case of issue, with related lapel fittings, extremely fine
£600-800
31
*Republic, Order of the Cloud and Banner, Sixth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, reverse numbered 1662,
61.5mm, about extremely fine
£300-400

32

33

32
*Republic, Postal Service Decoration, First Class, Third grade, in silver, gilt and enamels, 61mm, in (sightly damaged) case
of issue, extremely fine, rare
£1,000-1,500
33
*Republic, Order of Merit of the Ministry of Communications, Third Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, 40mm,
in (slightly damaged) lacquer case of issue, extremely fine
£300-400

35

34

34
*Republic, Yuan Shih-Kai, inauguration Medal, 1913, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 40mm, in lacquer case of issue,
extremely fine
£500-700
35
*Republic, Cao Kun Inauguration Medal 1923, in silver-gilt and enamels, with central photographic style image of Cao
Kun, width 49mm, in case of issue, good very fine
£600-800

36

37

36
*Republic, Cao Kun Inauguration Medal 1923, in silver-gilt and enamels, similar to the last, width 49mm, in case of issue,
central photographic image lacking, otherwise very fine
£15o-200
37
*Cao Kun Inauguration Medal 1923, in silver, 36.5mm, extremely fine

£500-700

39

38

38
*Republic, Army, Navy and Air Force Medal, First Class, in silver and enamels, reverse numbered 2901, width 50.5mm,
with ribbon for the Fourth Class Order of the Cloud and Banner, good very fine
£200-300
39
*Shanghai, Commemorative Medal of the French Concession, in silver, with bar Volontaire Française Août-Nov-1937,
32mm, extremely fine and very rare
£600-800

40
41 (copy)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
40
*Military Order of the White Lion, Second Class breast star, by Spink and Son, London, 55mm, extremely fine and scarce
£600-800

DENMARK
41
*Copy: Order of the Dannebrog, a later copy of a type 1 badge, hallmarked 1951, in gold and enamels, the obverse with cross
set in pastes, with crowned Frederick VII cypher on reverse, width 41.5mm, extremely fine, offered as a copy
£400-600

43

44

42

45

46

42
*Order of the Dannebrog, Christian IX issue, Commander’s neck badge, suspension ring hallmarked 1907, extremely fine
£400-600
43
*Order of the Dannebrog, Christian IX issue, Knight’s breast badge, hallmarked 1887, in gold and enamels, width 27mm,
chipped in places, very fine
£300-400
44
*Order of the Dannebrog, Christian IX issue, Silver Cross, very fine

£120-150

45
*Order of the Dannebrog, Frederick IX issue, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 28.9mm, good very fine
£200-300
46
*Order of the Dannebrog, Queen Margarethe issue, Commander’s neck badge, pre-1990, by A. Michelson, Copenhagen, in
silver-gilt and enamels, 41mm. extremely fine
£400-500

48

49

47

50

51

47
*Order of the Dannebrog, Commander’s breast star, recent issue, in silver, gilt and red enamel, with gold lettering, in K.W.
Møch & Søns card box, virtually mint state
£400-500
48
*Medal of Merit, Christian IX, in silver, rim engraved in italics (Jens Vilhelm Hansen), obverse contact marks, very fine
£300-400
49
*Medal of Merit, Christian X, in silver, rim engraved in capitals (Dorthea Kirstine Lund. F. Juul), in case of issue, good
extremely fine and toned
£400-500
Awarded 11 June 1920. DORTHEA LUND was a Supervisor at Christianshavns Prison.

50
*Medal of Merit, Fredrick IX, in silver, rim engraved in capitals (Otto Ernst Holst), extremely fine

£250-300

51
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Frederick VI type 2 (1817-23), with suspension, in silver, edge impressed (Niels
Hansen), good very fine and rare [only 23 struck]
£500-700

52

53

54

52
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Frederick VI type 3 (1823-37), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved in capitals
(Jens Sørensen. Prestegaard.), edge bruises, about very fine and scarce [102 struck]
£350-400
53
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Frederick VI type 4 (1837-41), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved (von
Caroc), very fine and rare [27 struck]
£500-700
54
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Christian VIII (1841-50), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved in italics
(Andreas Johannsen), better than very fine and rare [48 struck]
£450-550

55

56

57

55
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Fredrick VII (1850-64), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved in italics
(Edward Vilhelm Petersen), extremely fine and rare [63 struck]
£400-500
56
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Christian IX type 1 (1865-81), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved in italics
(Thyge Skram), very fine and scarce [114 awarded],
£350-400
57
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Christian IX type 2 (1881-1906), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved in italics (Vilhelm Frederik Mogenson), good extremely fine [442 struck]
£300-400

62

59

58

61

64

63

65

66

67

58
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Frederick VIII issue (1906-12), with suspension, in silver, edge engraved in italics
(Frithjof Gudmund), edge bruised, otherwise extremely fine and scarce [121 awarded]
£400-500
59
*Medal for Saving Life from Drowning, Christian X (1912-46), with suspension, edge engraved in italics (Axel Vilhelm
Vestergaard 11.9.14), good very fine [about 200 awarded]
£350-400

60
60
*King Frederick VII’s Medal for Recompense, in gold with crown, reverse engraved in Gothic script (Nils Elof Holm),
a few edge bruises, better than very fine and unique
£4,000-6,000
The following is taken from the Royal Decree of the 28 December 1860 authorising the medal:
‘We most graciously assign to the valet of his most Gracious Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, Nils Elof Holm, a medal in gold, with
the royal crown, on the obverse our portrait, on the reverse the recipient’s name and we allow this medal to be worn with the ribbon of the
Merit Medal.”

61
*King Christian IX’s Medal of Recompense, in gold with suspension, scuffed, very fine[approximately 202 awarded]
£800-1,000
62
*King Christian IX’s Medal of Recompense, in silver, with suspension, good very fine [359 awarded]

£180-220

63
*King Frederick VIII’s Medal of Recompense, in gold, with crown, pre-1909 in 23 carat gold, scuffed, better than very fine
and very rare [31 of both pre- and post-1909 gold medals with crown awarded]
£1,200-1500
64
*King Frederick VIII’s Medal of Recompense, in silver, with crown, extremely fine and rare [121 awarded]
£200-300
65
*King Frederick VIII’s Medal of Recompense, in silver, without crown, extremely fine [274 awarded]

£100-150

66
*King Christian X’s Medal of Recompense, type 5 (1922-29), with ten acorns to left and twelve acorns to right of wreath,
in silver-gilt, with crown, in case of issue, virtually mint state [250 awarded]
£200-300
67
*King Christian X’s Medal of Recompense, type 2 (circa 1914), with eight acorns to left and nine acorns to right of wreath,
in silver, without crown, almost extremely fine
£80-120

68

69

70

68
*King Frederick IX’s Medal of Recompense, type 1 (1947-64), in silver-gilt with crown, on lady’s bow, extremely fine [369
struck]
£150-200
69
King Frederick IX’s Medal of Recompense, type 1, in silver-gilt, without crown, in case of issue, reverse scuffed, good very
fine
£150-200
70
*King Frederick IX’s Medal of Recompense, type 1, in silver, with crown, extremely fine

71

72

71
*King Frederick IX’s Medal of Recompense, type 1, in silver, without crown, extremely fine

£100-150

73

£80-120

72
*Queen Margarethe’s Medal of Recompense, in silver-gilt, without crown, virtually mint state

£120-150

73
*Queen Margarethe’s Medal of Recompense, in silver, without crown, in case of issue, mint state

£100-150

74

75

74
*Golden Wedding Commemorative Decoration of King Christian IX and Queen Louise 1892, by v, Christensens, in
14 carat gold with enamelled royal monograms, with lady’s bow, good very fine and very rare [39 awarded in both 14 and 18
carat gold, all presented to royalty]
£700-900
75
*Golden Wedding Commemorative Decoration of King Christian IX and Queen Louise 1892, by v. Christensen’s,
in silver, with gilt crown and enamelled royal monograms, good very fine and rare [71 awarded to ministers and senior court
officials]
£300-350

76

77

76
*King Christian IX’s Memorial Medal 1906, type 1, as issued to Guardsmen on Duty at the time of the King’s Death,
extremely fine and very rare
£600-800
77
*King Christian IX’s Memorial Badge 1906, as awarded to the King’s Chief Aide and twelve other officers of the King’s staff,
by A. Michelson and William A, Flejnert, in silver, with gilt centre, extremely fine and extremely rare
£1,200-1,500

78

79

78
*Silver Jubilee of King Christian X’s Enlistment in the Guards 1914, good very fine and rare [165 medals awarded to
£200-250
Guardsmen of the 1st Company Royal Life Guards]
79
*Silver Jubilee of Christian X’s Matriculation From the Military Academy 1916, as awarded to those who matriculated from the Royal Danish Officer’s School in 1891, extremely fine and extremely rare [21 awarded]
£700-1,000

80

81

82

80
*King Christian IX’s Centenary Medal 1918, obverse scuffed, very fine, reverse better, scarce [216 awarded]

£180-220

81
*Golden Jubilee of Christian X’s Enlistment in the Guards 1939, good very fine and rare [awarded to 105 surviving
members of the Life Guards Class of 1889]
£250-300
82
*King Frederick VIII’s Centenary Medal 1943, as awarded to 23 members of the Royal Family and to 79 surviving Court
Officials, mint state and rare
£250-350

83

84

85

83
*King Christian X’s Memorial Medal 1947, type 3, as awarded to 121 Guardsmen and others who participated in the funeral ceremonies, good very fine
£150-200
84
*King Christian X’s Memorial Badge 1947, as awarded to 40 court official and officers for personal services to the late king,
extremely fine and very rare
£500-700
85
*King Frederik IX’s Memorial Medal 1972, as awarded to those who were present for the King’s funeral and also for services during the King’s illness, extremely fine [487 awarded]
£100-150

86
86
*Medal of Honour for the Battle of Copenhagen 1801, by P. Giannelli after Professor Abildgaard’s design for the Danish
Royal mint, in silver with suspension, edge impressed (Matr: Dan: Andersen af Christians: Dist: N-82), with original ribbon, good very fine and very rare
£2,000-3,000
108 examples of the silver medal with suspension were struck but 111 were actually awarded. The discrepancy is explained by the fact that any
returned medals were reissued. See also illustration on outside back cover.

87

88

90

89

91
87
*Bravery Medal 1848, in brass, a later striking from rusty dies, one of twelve made on behalf the Ordenshistorisk Selskab,
extremely fine
£300-500
11,200 1848 Bravery Medals were struck in brass but in 1849 it was decided to postpone their award and in 1851 the decree authorising their
issue was rescinded. Apart from a very few specimens, the originals were melted down in 1853.

88
*Schleswig Plebiscite Medal 1920, as awarded to British and French troops serving in Schleswig during the occupation prior
to the Plebiscite of 1920, in original envelope of issue, better than very fine
£70-100
89
*Christian X’s Liberation Medal 1946, in Michelsen case of issue, extremely fine

£100-150

90
*Christian X’s Medal for Participation in the1940-45 War, in Michelsen case of issue, with additional portion of ribbon,
virtually mint state
£150-200
91
*Hospital Ship Jutlandia’s Korean Expedition 1951-53 Commemorative, in case of issue, virtually mint state [479
awarded]
£500-700

92

93

94

95

96
92
*Defence Forces Merit Medal for Kuwait 1991, good extremely fine and rare [114 awarded]

£300-400

93
*Defence Forces Merit Medal for Saudi Arabia 1991, as awarded to the Danish Medical Unit during the Gulf War, good
extremely fine and rare
£300-400
94
*Defence Forces Medal for Hebron 1994, as awarded to members of the Danish UN Peacekeeping Force following the
Hebron Massacre, good extremely fine and rare
£300-400
95
*Defence Forces Medal for OSCE Kosovo 1998-1999, good extremely fine and rare

£300-400

96
*Galatea Commemorative 1950-52, with original card wallet of issue, mint state [495 awarded]

£250-300

97

98

99

105
97
*Non-Commissioned Officer’s Medal for 8 years, Frederick VI post 1819, with original chain and pin mounting, very fine
£150-200
98
*Non-Commissioned Officer’s Cross for 16 years, Frederick VII, very fine

£120-150

99
*Non-Commissioned Officer’s Cross for 8 years, Frederick VII, very fine

£100-150

100
Non-Commissioned Officer’s Crosses (2) for 16 and 8 years, both Christian IX, very fine (2)

£120-150

101
Non-Commissioned Officer’s Crosses (2), for 16 and 8 years, both Frederick VIII, good very fine

£120-150

102
Non-Commissioned Officer’s Crosses (2), for 16 and 8 years, both Christian X, good very fine (2)

£100-120

103
Non-commissioned Officer’s Crosses (2) for 16 and 8 years, both Frederick IX, good very fine

£80-120

104
Naval Long Service Medal 1801, type 3, post 1851 to date, Army Long Service Medal 1945, Royal Air Force Long Service
Medal 1953, with Home Guard Good Service Medal , Home Guard 25 Years Long Service Medal and Civil Defence Long Service
Medal, third and last in cases of issue, extremely fine or better (6)
£180-220
105
*Lifeboat Institution Golden Jubilee Medal 1902, very fine and rare [approximately 150 awarded]

£300-350

106

107

108

106
*Lifeboat Institution Centenary Medal 1952, mint state, scarce

£200-250

107
*Copenhagen Fire Brigade Long Service for 25 Years, reverse engraved in capitals (For God Tjeneste Brandimand
P Petersen 1 April 1886-1 April 1911), in A. Dragsted case of issue, extremely fine
£200-250
108
*County Town’s Fire Brigade Long Service Medal for 25 Years, extremely fine

109

110

£100-150

111

109
*Police Long Service Medal 1959, extremely fine
110
*Danish Red Cross Medal, in silver, with enamelled Red Cross, in case of issue, extremely fine
111
*Danish Red Cross Badge of Merit, First Class,, in gilt and enamels, extremely fine and rare [130 awarded]

£60-80

£100-150

£200-300

113

112

112
*Danish Red Cross Badge of Merit, Second Class, in gilt and enamels, extremely fine [312 awarded]

£120-150

113
*Danish Red Cross Commemorative for Relief Work during the Second World War, in oxidised silver and enamels,
extremely fine
£100-150

114

(two-thirds actual size)

FRANCE
114
*Mounted Group of Thirteen, comprising Légion d’Honneur, Fourth Republic, Médaille Militare, Third Republic, uniface
suspension type, Croix de Guerre 1914-18, with three silver stars, Croix du Combattant, Allied Victory Medal, Maroc Medal, with
Maroc clasp, Great War Commemorative, Médaille Coloniale, 1 clasp Maroc, Second World War Commemorative, Verdun
Commemorative, St. Mihiel Commemorative, Wound Medal, with red star, Rhine Medal, type 1, mounted for wearing in three
rows, many very fine (13)
£250-300

HUNGARY

115

115
Order of Merit, Military Division, Commander’s set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
52mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 77mm, extremely fine and rare (2)
£1,500-2,000

116

117

116
*Order of Merit, Military Division, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with 42.5mm, extremely fine £150-200
117
*Order of Merit, Military Division, Officer’s pin-back badge with War Wreath, in silver-gilt and enamels, 50.5mm, extremely fine and rare
£500-700

118

119

118
*Order of Merit, Civil Division, Grand Cross sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 52.5mm, minor chip to lower limb,
good very fine, with sash
£600-800
119
*Order of Merit, Civil Division, Small Grand Cross insignia, comprising Knight’s breast badge with a miniature Grand Cross
breast star on ribbon, width 41mm, extremely fine
£200-300

120

120
*Order of Merit, Civil Division, Commanders set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 53mm,
and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 78mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£700-900

121

122

121
Order of Merit, Civil Division, Officer’s breast badge, with War Wreath, in silver-gilt and enamels, 50.5mm, extremely fine
and rare
£400-500
122
Order of Merit, Civil Division, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 42.5mm, in case of issue, extremely
fine
£120-150

123

123
Order of the Holy Crown, Civil Division, Grand Cross breast star, 88mm, heavily toned, good very fine and rare
£600-800

128
127

126

129

130

131

125

124

124
*Large Gold Signum Laudis Medal, type 2 (1930-45), Peacetime issue, neck badge, in gold, with green enamelled wreath
and gold St Stephen’s crown, width 38.8mm, in case of issue, virtually as made and very rare
£3,000-4,000
125
*Small Gold Signum Laudis Medal, type 2 (1930-45), Peacetime issue, neck badge, in gold, with green enamelled wreath
and gold St. Stephen’s crown, width 30.9mm, in case of issue, virtually as made and very rare
£1,000-1,500

ICELAND
126
*Order of the Falcon, type 1 (1921-44), Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width, 43.2mm, extremely fine
£400-450
127
*Order of the Falcon, type 1, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 43.6mm, chipped in places, very fine
£300-400
128
*Order of the Falcon, type 1, Knight’s breast badge, by Michelson, Copenhagen, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 31.3mm, in
case of issue, extremely fine
£300-350
129
*Order of the Falcon, type 2 (post 1944), Commander’s breast star, by Kjartan Asmundsson, Reykjavik, in silver, with blue
enamelled centre, 68mm, centre chipped, very fine
£400-600
130
*Medal of Recompense, in silver, with crown, by Lindahl and Thomsen, about extremely fine, very rare [35 awarded] £800-1,000

ITALY
131
*Order of Colonial Merit, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamel and bronze-gilt centre, width 34.8mm, extremely
fine
£70-100

133
132

137

JAPAN
132
*Order of the Rising Sun with Paulownia Flowers, set of insignia, comprising sash badge, width 77mm, and breast star,
87mm, in silver-gilt and enamels, in lacquer box of issue with red cords, extremely fine and scarce, with sash (2) £6,000—8,000
133
*Order of the Rising Sun, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 55mm, extremely fine

134

135

£150-200

136

134
*Order of the Golden Kite, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 46.5mm, extremely fine £250-300
135
*Order of the Golden Kite, Fifth Class breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 46mm, chipped, very fine £150-200
136
*Order of the Golden Kite, Sixth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt, width 41.2mm, in lacquer box of issue, with related lapel
fitting and paper wrapper, virtually as issued
£120-150
137
*Order of the Sacred Treasure, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 52mm, in lacquer box of issue, with
related lapel fitting, extremely fine
£150-200

141

142

143

144

145

138

139

140

KOREA
138
*Order of the Eight Trigrams, Seventh Class breast badge, in silver and enamels, enamel scratched on two limbs, about very
fine
£200-300
139
*Fortieth Anniversary of Kuang Mu’s Reign, 1902, in silver, extremely fine and toned, rare

£300-350

140
*Marriage of Prince Soonjong and Princess Yoonbai 1907, in bronze, extremely fine and rare

£250-300

MONACO
141
*Order of St Charles, Officer’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 40mm, good very fine

£150-180

142
Order of Grimaldi, Grand Cross set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 42mm, and breast
star, in silver, with gilt centre, 76mm, extremely fine, with sash
£500-700

NETHERLANDS
143
*Order of William, Officer’s breast badge, mid-19th century, in gold and enamels, width 31.5mm, minor enamel crack, about
extremely fine and rare
£1,000-1,200
144
*Order of William, Knight’s breast badge, late 19th century, in silver, gold and enamel, width 35mm, minor enamel damage,
good very fine
£300-500
145
*Order of the Netherlands Lion, Commander’s set of insignia, mid-late 19th century, comprising neck badge, in gold and
enamels, width 47mm, and breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 61mm, extremely fine
£800-1,200

147

146

148

149

146

148

146
*Order of Orange-Nassau, Military Division, Grand Officer’s set of insignia, by van Wielik, den Haag, comprising neck
badge, in in silver, gilt and enamels, with gold centre, width 54mm, and breast star, in silver, with silver and gilt swords and gold
and enamelled centre, 81.5mm, extremely fine (2)
£600-800
147
*Order of Orange-Nassau, Civil Division, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 55mm, in case of
issue, extremely fine
£200-250
148
*House Order of Orange, type 1 (1908-69), Grand Officer’s set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels,
width 54.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 87mm, extremely fine
£800-1,000
149
*House Order of Orange, type 1, Grand Officer’s pin-back cross, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 50mm, in case of issue,
extremely fine
£400-500
150
*House Order of Orange, type 2 (post 1969), Grand Cross set of insignia, by the Dutch Royal Mint, comprising sash badge, in
silver-gilt and enamels, width 55mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre, 87,5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine, with sash
£700-1,000
Provenance: A label on the case indicates that the Order was bestowed on Sir Philip Moore, Baron Wolvercote, Private Secretary to H.M.
Queen Elizabeth II from 1977 to 1986.

150

151

152

151
*House Order of Orange Bronze Medal for Diligence and Ingenuity, with original neck ribbon, about extremely fine
and rare
£300-400
152
*Cross of Merit of the Red Cross, in silver-gilt and enamels, good very fine

153

£100-150

154

153
*Java War 1825-30, with ball suspension, very fine and scarce

£150-200

154
*Cross for Justice and Freedom 1951, 1 clasp, Korea 1950, extremely fine

£100-150

155

156

NORWAY
155
*Order of St Olav, type 2, Knight’s breast badge, by Tostrup, Oslo, in gold and enamels, width 40mm, in case of issue (interior lacking), extremely fine
£500-700
156
*Order of St Olav, type 3, Second Class Knight’s breast badge, by Tostrup, Oslo, in silver and enamels, 41.5mm, in case of issue,
with related lapel fitting, extremely fine
£300-400

157

159

158

157
*St. Olav’s Medal, Haakon VII issue, in silver, in Spink and Son case of issue, extremely fine

£300-400

158
*St. Olav’s Medal, Olav V issue, in silver, good very fine

£150-200

159
*King’s Merit Medal, Haakon VII issue, in gold, reverse engraved (Agnes Hiorth 1950), extremely fine and very rare
£1,000-1,500
AGNES HIORTH (1899-1984), was a noted Norwegian landscape and portrait painter. In 1948 she was commissioned to paint portraits of King
Haakon VII (on view in Oslo City Hall) and of Crown Prince Olav (on view at Oslo Militære Samfund).

160

162

161

160
*King’s Merit Medal, Haakon VII issue, in silver, reverse engraved (Anton Jørgen Ellefsen), extremely fine

£400-600

Bestowed on 1 July 1947. The recipient was a Warehouse Manager.

161
*Life Saving Medal, Oscar II issue, Second Class, in silver with crown, very fine
162
*Life Saving Medal, Oscar II issue, Third Class, in silver, very fine

163

£200-300

£120-150

164

163
*Life Saving Medal, Haakon VII issue, Second Class, in silver, with crown, extremely fine

£300-400

164
*King Haakon VII’s Commemorative Medal Trio, Haakon VII Commemorative, Third Class, in silver, SWEDEN silver
medal of the Order of the Sword, GERMANY, PRUSSIA, Reserve Long Service Decoration, Third Class, mounted for wearing, first
with disc detached from suspension, otherwise extremely fine (3)
£250-300

165

166

168

167

165
*King Olaf V’s Commemorative Medal, Second Class, in silver, with crown, extremely fine

£100-150

166
*King Oscar II’s Silver Jubilee Medal 1897, in silver-gilt and red enamel, good very fine and very rare

£800-1,000

167
*Coronation of King Haakon VII and Queen Maud 22 June 1906, in silver, good very fine (2)

£150-200

168
*Coronation of King Haakon VII and Queen Maud 22 June 1906, in bronze, good very fine, scarce

£180-220

169

170

171

169
*Silver Jubilee of King Haakon VII, 1930, good very fine and scarce

£200-300

170
War Cross 1941, with sword on ribbon, in Spink and Son case of issue, extremely fine

£250-300

171
*King Haakon VII’s 70th Birthday Commemorative 1942, good very fine

£50-70

173

174

175

172
King Haakon’s Medal of Freedom; together with War Participation Medal with rosette on ribbon for those who has served
in Norwegian forces abroad, good very fine or better (2)
£100-150
173
*Red Cross Second World War Commemorative, in silver and enamels, very fine and scarce

£200-300

174
*Korea Medal 1951-54, extremely fine and scarce

£150-200

175
*King Haakon VII’s Centenary Medal 1972, virtually mint state

£150-200

176
176
*Armed Forces Medal for Heroic Deeds 1982, in silver-gilt, extremely fine and rare

178

£250-300

177
Miscellaneous Modern Campaign and Service Medals (6), Police Service Medal with Laurel 2002, Civil Defence Medal
with Laurel 2003, Defence Medal 1982, Medal for Defence Service Abroad for Bosnia 1993, Iraq Medal 2005, National Service
Medal (Army), extremely fine or better (6)
£120-150
178
*Nasjonal Samling (Quisling Government) Police Cross, in silver, with enamelled centre, in Tostrup card case, central
enamel flaked, good very fine and very rare
£400-600

179

PORTUGAL
179
*Order of Aviz, Grand Cross set of insignia, by J.A. Da Costa pre 1910, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
55mm, and breast star, in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and sacred heart, 70mm, centre slightly rotated, about extremely fine, with sash (2)
£700-900
180
*Order of Public Instruction, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Frederico Costa, Lisbon, comprising sash badge, in silver-gilt,
width 52mm, and breast star in silver-gilt, with gilt and enamelled centre, 85mm, extremely fine, with sash (2)
£200-250

180

181

182

RUSSIA
181
*Imperial Russia, Order of St Anne, Civil Division, Grand Cross breast star, by Keibel, St Petersburg 1896-1908, in silver,
with gilt and enamelled centre and gilt reverse and retaining pin, 89mm, good very fine
£1,500-2,000
182
*Imperial Russia, Order of St Stanislaus, Civil Division, First Class set of insignia, by Eduard, St Petersburg, signed ИЛ
(both on badge and on backplate of star), comprising badge in gold and enamels, 65.7 (including suspension ring) x 62.5mm, suspended from neck riband and breast star, in silver, silver-gilt and enamels, 90mm, centre adjusted to allow wear with broochpin placed horizontally, extremely fine (2)
£3,000-4,000

184

183
183
*Soviet Union, Order of Lenin, Type 6 variation 1, no. 338873, extremely fine

£500-700

184
*Soviet Union, Order of the October Revolution, no. 64763, extremely fine and toned

£180-220

185
186

SPAIN
185
*Military Order of St. Ferdinand, Officer’s breast badge, mid-19th century, in gold and enamels, width29.8mm, good very
fine
£200-250
186
*Order of Isabella the Catholic, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, with gold and enamelled centre, width
56.5mm, extremely fine
£200-250

192

191
190

193

194
197

195

197

196

188

187

187
*Order of Isabella the Catholic, Commander’s breast star, by Kretly, Paris, in gold, silver-gilt and enamels, width 75mm, centre chipped, otherwise good very fine
£200-250
188
*Order of Isabella the Catholic, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 43.5mm, extremely fine

£180-220

189
Order of Military Merit, 1938-75 type, Second Class breast star, in silver, gilt and white enamel, 62.5mm, extremely fine
£60-80

SWEDEN
190
*Order of the Sword, Commander’s neck badge, in gold and enamels, width 55.5mm, extremely fine

£700-900

191
*Order of the Sword, Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 34mm, minor reverse chip, better than very fine
£300-400
192
*Order of the Sword, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, 38mm, good very fine

£300-350

193
*Order of the Sword, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 37mm, reverse centre chipped, very fine £250-300
194
*Order of the Sword, privately made Knight’s breast badge, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 40.5 mm, enamel on one sword
mostly lacking, very fine
£200-250
195
*Order of the Sword, Badge of the Sword, with Swords, in silver, with blue enamelled centre, width 37mm, centre chipped and
cleaned, very fine
£150-180
196
*Order of the Sword, Badge of the Sword, without Swords, in silver, with blue enamelled centre, width 37mm, extremely fine
£200-300
197
*Order of the North Star, Commander’s set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in gold and enamels, width 55mm, and breast
star, in silver, 81mm, extremely fine
£600-800

201

206

200

199

198

204

203

207

208

205

209

198
*Order of the North Star, Officer’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 35mm, an early piece with hinged crown suspension, reverse chipped, better than very fine
£300-350
199
*Order of the North Star, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 36mm, an early piece with hinged crown suspension, enamel on upper limb of cross replaced, about very fine
£200-250
200
*Order of the North Star, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 36mm, extremely fine

£250-300

201
*Order of Vasa, pre-1860- issue, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and red enamel, width 28.8mm, enamel loss one side, very fine
and rare
£1,000-1,500

202
202
*Order of Vasa, Foundation of the Order 29 May 1772, silver medal, by G. Liungberger, with portion of frayed original ribbon, extremely fine and extremely rare
£800-1,000
According to Hildebrand, Sveriges och Svenska Konungahusets Minnespenningar, Stockholm 1875 there are two examples in silver in the Royal
Coin Cabinet, Stockholm and one in gold and one in silver in the Swedish National Bank.

203
*Order of Vasa, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 39mm, lightly chipped and point of cross bent, better
than very fine
£120-150
204
*Order of Vasa, Silver Cross, post 1895, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, width39.5mm, extremely fine

£80-100

205
Order of Vasa, Silver Cross, post 1895, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, width 39.5mm, extremely fine

£80-100

206
Order Of Vasa, Large gold Merit Medal, post 1895, width 31.5mm, in Carlman case of issue, extremely fine and rare
£600-800
207
*Order of Vasa, Small Gold Merit Medal, post 1895 with double ring and straight bar suspension, width 24mm, extremely fine
and rare
£400-600
208
*Order of Vasa, Silver Merit Medal, width 31mm, in Carlman case of issue, virtually mint state
209
*Order of Amaranth, neck badge, in bronze-gilt, width 39mm, very fine

£120-150

£40-60

210

211

212

210
*Medal for Bravery at Sea, Gustav III issue (1789-92), in silver, without crown, better than very fine and rare

£500-700

211
*Medal for Bravery in the Field, Carl XIII issue (1809-13), with Order of the Sword on obverse, in silver, without crown,
pierced for suspension, with later ribbon, good very fine and rare
£300-350
212
*Medal for Bravery in the Field, Carl XIII issue, with Order of the Sword on obverse, in silver, without crown, an excavated piece, fine
£150-200

213

215

216

213
*Medal for Bravery in the Field, Oscar I issue (1844-59), in silver, without crown, similar to the last but of much finer
striking, extremely fine and rare
£600-800
214
Royal Household Medals (4), Gustav V (2- plain and ornate suspension, plain suspension one engraved W. Hall 1928),
Gustav VI, all in silver; Carl XVI, small-sized silver-gilt, this hallmarked 1992, good very fine and better (4)
£150-200
215
*Gold Medal for Art and Literature, Carl XV (1859-72), extremely fine
216
*Prince Eugen Gold Medal for the Arts, edge engraved (A. Salto 1959), extremely fine

£700-1,000

£600-800

217

218

219

217
*Medal for Laudable Deeds, Oscar II type 2 (Till Dragonen No 19 Hurtig), lightly scuffed, almost extremely fine
£150-180
218
*Medal for Zeal and Probity in the Service of the Realm, Gustav V issue, in silver , reverse die struck (Till Anton
Ivarsson), in case of issue, extremely fine
£100-120
219
*Illius Quorum Meruere Labores Small Gold Medal, hallmarked 1992, Carl XV, reverse engraved (Karl Olof
Josephson), in case of issue, mint state
£700-900
CARL OLOF JOSEPHSON (1921-2002) was a noted bookseller and editor.

220

221

220
*Civil Merit Medal, Oscar I (1844-59), small-sized gold, reverse die struck (Till Öfver-Jägmästaren Julius H. Ebert),
extremely fine
£300-400
Recipient was a head forester.

221
*Civil Merit Medal, Oscar I, in silver, reverse die struck (Till Erik Wallin F.D. Krono Fjerdingsman), very fine £150-200
Recipient was a member of the Royal Police.

223

222

222
Civil Merit Medal, Carl XV (1859-72), in silver reverse die struck (Till F. Wikström I Herrnäset Häradsdomare),
good very fine
£150-200
Recipient was a district judge.

223
Medal for the Care of the Defenceless, Gustav V, in silver, extremely fine

224

225

£100-120

226

224
*Oscar II’s Silver Jubilee Badge 1897, in silver-gilt and light blue enamel, extremely fine

£180-220

225
*Oscar II’s Silver Jubilee Badge 1897, in silver and dark blue enamel, with lady’s bow extremely fine

£150-200

226
*Crown Prince Gustav’s Silver Wedding Commemorative 1906, in silver, good very fine

£150-200

227
Oscar II’s Golden Wedding Badge, 1907, in silver-gilt; together with Gustav V’s 70th Birthday Commemorative, in gilt and
enamels, Delaware Tercentenary 1938, in silver; Swedish Pioneers 1948, in silver; Gustav V’s 90th Birthday 1948, in silver-gilt and
GustavVI’s 85th Birthday 1967, in silver, US. Bicentenary 1976, in silver, last in case of issue, good very fine and better (7)
£250-300

230

229

228

228
*Karl Johann’s Medal 1854, as awarded to all veterans of the 1813-14 war, in silver, very fine and scarce

£200-300

229
*Stockholm Olympics 1912, silver official commemorative, extremely fine

£200-300

230
*Gustav V Memorial 1950, in silver, extremely fine and scarce

£200-300

231

232

231
*University of Uppsala, Tercentenary of King Gustavus Adolphus II’s grant of lands 1924, Gold Medal (reverse
engraved K Hermann Grass), extremely fine
£600-800
232
*Royal Patriotic Society Large Gold Medal for Long and Prosperous Activity Gustav VI (reverse engraved Karl Haag
1968), extremely fine
£700-900

233
Royal Patriotic Society Small Silver Merit Medals (2), Oscar II pre and post 1905 types; Royal Patriotic Society Small
Silver Long Service Medal reverse engraved (Åt Johan Frederik Bodén för Långvarig trogen tjenst); Royal Pro Patria
Society Small Silver for Dutiful Service, Oscar II pre-1905 (4)
£120-150
233A
Red Cross Medal, Carl XVI silver, reverse engraved Märta Schenholm; Golden Jubilee of the Universal Postal Union,
Stockholm 1924, in silver; Home Defence Medals (2) Gustav VI, Gold Medal, in silver-gilt, hallmarked 1951, Gustav V, Silver
Medal, hallmarked 1927, Gold and Silver Civil Defence badges, in silver-gilt and silver, both hallmarked 1949 and Lingiaden 1939,
in silver-gilt, good very fine or better (7)
£150-200

THAILAND
234
*Ancient and Auspicious Order of the Nine Precious Stones, Male Knight’s set of insignia (one class only), comprising
sash badge, in silver-gilt set with synthetic stones representing one of the nine precious stones, comprising ruby, emerald, topaz,
garnet, sapphire, pearl, zircon, lapis-lazuli, and central diamond, the whole set with pastes, width 35mm, breast star, in silver,
the centre similarly set with pastes and nine synthetic representations of the precious stones, 79.5mm, and ring as worn on the
left index finger of male recipients, in silver gilt, similarly set with pastes and synthetic representations of the nine precious
stones, 32mm, centre of star loose, otherwise extremely fine and extremely rare (3)
£3,000-5,000

234

235

236

TURKEY
235
*Order of Osmanie, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 64.5mm, extremely fine

£300-350

236
*Order of Osmanie, Fourth Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 63mm, extremely fine

£200-250

-----------------------------

237

238

239

240

Ex 242

243

Other Properties
237
*Austria, Order of Leopold, Commander’s Small Decoration with War Decoration, by Rothe and Neffe, Vienna, in bronzegilt and enamels, with crown and War Decoration on ribbon, width 31mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£250-300
238
*Austria, Order of the Iron Crown, Second Class neck badge with War Decoration and gilt swords, with star hallmark on
suspension ring, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width 32,5mm, in case of issue, good very fine
£700-900
239
*Austria, Order of Franz Joseph, Commander’s Small Decoration, by Vinc Mayers Sohne, Vienna, with star hallmark on suspension ring, in bronze-gilt and enamels, with miniature Commander’s star on ribbon, width 31mm, good very fine £180-220
240
Austria, a mounted Group of Six, comprising large Silver Bravery Medal First Class Franz Joseph, Silver Bravery Medal
Second Class Karl, Bronze Bravery Medal Karl, Karl Troop Cross, Wound Medal with one wound strip, THIRD REICH, bronze
Labour Merit medal, with related ribbon bar, very fine or better; together with Military Merit Medal, Karl, in bronze-gilt, with
crossed swords on ribbon, extremely fine (6)
£180-220
241
Copy: Austria, Order of Maria Theresia, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, extremely fine, offered as a copy
£180-220
242
*Belgium, Brussels Central Committee’s Silver Medal for the Assistance to the Wounded 1870; War
Commemorative 1914-18, with gilt clasp 1916-R-1918 as authorised by the Prince Regent’s decree of 3 November 1950 for
armoured car service with the Belgian Expeditionary Force in Russia and 3 silver service bars; War Commemorative 1940-45,
with crossed sabres device and 2 clasps, Bat de Belgique 1940, Winterbeek; 6th Infantry Regiment commemorative for campaigns
in the Ardennes and Germany 1944-45, good very fine or better second rare (4)
£200-300
Second piece illustrated.

243
*Benin, Porto Novo, King Toffa’s Medal for the Dahomey Campaign 1892, in bronze, obv., crowned arms, extremely
fine and very rare
£400-600
244
*Brazil, Order of the Rose, Dignitary’s set of insignia, French made, comprising neck badge, in gold and enamels, width 49.5
mm and breast star, in gold and enamels, 55mm, extremely fine and very rare
£5,000-7,000
Provenance: Acquired from the estate of Princess Augusta Victoria of Hohenzollern, widow of King Manuel II of Portugal.

244

245

247

248

249

Ex 250

245
*China, Republic, Army, Navy and Air Force Medal, First Class, in silver, silver-gilt and enamels, reverse numbered
7499, width 50.5mm, without ribbon, good very fine
£200-300
246
Congo-Brazzaville, Order of Congolese Merit, Knight’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 50.7mm;
A.N.O.F.O.M. Marseilles, French Overseas Order of Merit, in silver-gilt and enamel, width 52mm, this with Democratic
Republic of Congo riband, extremely fine (2)
£200-250
247
*Denmark, Order of the Elephant, paper-backed bullion breast star, in silver, silver wire, silver sequins, coiled silver thread
and foil, circa 1800, 130 x 130mm approx., with loops at the tips of each ray for thread suspension, good very fine £1,000-1,500
Ex Peter Maren Collection.

248
*Denmark, Order of the Dannebrog, an early badge in silver-gilt and enamels set with facetted rock crystals, circa 1755 (one
Class only), the reverse with crowned mirrored monogram of Frederik V (1746-66), with integral suspension loop and also fitted
with an old split ring riband-carrier, 59 x 44.8mm, worn overall and with enamel losses on both sides but generally fine to very
fine, very rare; together with a complete Grand Cross silk sash, display-mounted in the past, very fine
£2,000-3,000
Badge ex Peter Maren Collection and A. Thies catalogue, ummer 1996.

249
*Denmark, Order of the Dannebrog, a bullion Grand Cross breast star, in silver, silver and silver-gilt wire, sequins and foil,
early 19th Century, 96.5 x 89.5mm, with loops at the tips of each ray for thread suspension, leather-backed and bearing the manuscript maker’s name ‘S. Hummel’, good very fine; (lot)
£400-600
Ex Peter Maren Collection and A. Thies auction 36, 31 October 2008, lot 129.

250
*Egypt, Order of the Nile, Third Class neck badge, by Lattes, Cairo in silver, with gilt and enamelled centre and gilt suspension, width 60.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine [illustrated]; together with a Lattes case of issue for a Fifth Class breast
badge, scuffed in places, very fine (2)
£250-300

251

253

254

251
*France, Vanquishers of the Bastille 1789, bronze medal issued for the Centenary in 1889, with original bowed ribbon,
extremely fine
£120-150
252
France, Italian Campaign 1859 (2), both by Barre, one with appended crown, with original ribbons, very fine or better (2)
£120-150
253
*France, Italian Campaign 1859, by E. Falot, with original ribbon, extremely fine

£120-150

254
*France, Milan Hospital for Sick and Wounded Soldiers of the Franco-Piedmontese Army, 5 June 1859, silver
medal, pierced for suspension and with ribbon, about very fine
£120-150

255

257

256

255
*France, China Expedition 1861, by Barre, with original ribbon, extremely fine

£300-400

256
*France, Mexico Expedition 1863, by Barre, with original ribbon, good very fine and toned

£120-150

257
*France, Mexico Expedition 1863, by Sacristan, a few marks, about extremely fine, a scarce variety

£250-300

258

259

260

261

258
*France, Society of Volunteers Medal 1870-71, reverse engraved (Dr Bouchut/Medecin de Amb’ces/de la Presse),
with original ribbon, good very fine and toned
£180-220
259
*France, Society of Volunteers Medal 1870-71, reverse engraved (E Bohrer/Mal de Logis/3eme Chass d’Afque/191418), with original ribbon, good very fine
£150-180
260
*France, Society of Miners Medal for Voluntary Enlistment 1870-71, with original dated ribbon, very fine and scarce
£200-250
261
*France, 4th Brigade of the Army of the Vosges Star 1870-71, with original ribbon, extremely fine and very rare £600-800

263

262

264

262
*France, Combatants of Gravelotte and the Army of the Rhine 1870, in gilt and enamels, with original ribbon, good
very fine and rare
£200-300
263
*France, Badge of the Central Committee of the Commune (also known as the ‘Commune Triangle’), in silver and black
enamel, with 18 Mars 1871 clasp, minor enamel damage, very fine and rare
£400-600
264
*France, Société de Secours aux Blessés Militaires 1870-71, type 1, good very fine and rare

£300-400

265
France Société de Secours aux Blessés Militaires 1870-71, type 2 (2), one engraved on reverse (Léa Chanzy 3
Décembre 1870); Breton Ambulance 1870-71, in bronze-gilt; Defence of Belfort 1870-71, with related boutonnière; Rivet
Medal, type 2, with 1870-71 clasp; other medals of Mirecourt (Vosges) Fraternal Association of Combat Veterans of 1870 and
Veterans of the Armées Réunies, with clasp 1870-71, mostly with original ribbons, very fine or better (8)
£200-250

266

267

266
*France, Dijon Veteran’s Medal, in bronze-gilt, with original ribbon, extremely fine and scarce

£120-150

267
*France, Association of Veterans of Mars-la-Tour 1870, in gilt and enamels, with gilt cross of Lorraine and enamelled
Membre d’Honneur clasp, with original riband, good very fine and scarce
£120-150

273

274
275

269

276

277

272
(illustration
reduced)

278

280

268
France, Dahomey Campaign 1892, good very fine; with General Dodd’s Medal for the Dahomey Campaign 1890-92, very
fine, General Dodd’s medal for the Capture of Dahomey 1892, in silvered brass, extremely fine and General Dodd’s medal for the
Capture of Abomey 1892, in brass, very fine (4)
£150-200
269
*France, Argonne and Vauquis Medal 1914-18, instituted by the Comité Commémoratif de l’Argonne. 1961,
extremely fine, with award certificate to Gilbert L. Woodruff, 53rd Artillery Division A.E.F. (American Expeditionary Force)
£100-150
270
France, a Second World War Pair awarded to Gustave Lange, comprising War Commemorative 1939-45, 2 clasps,
Libération, France and Franco-British Association Cross 1940-44, very fine or better (2)
£100-150
With original award certificates, the first inscribed ‘Soldat sans uniforme a combattu dans les rangs de l’O.C.M. pour la Libération de la Patrie’.

271
France, Miscellaneous Medals (7), comprising: bronze commemorative for the Polish Rebellion 1831, by Barre; Societé
Française des Secours aux Blessés 1864-66, in silvered bronze, engraved (Mr Bory); Association of Philanthropic Friends of
Saphis Veterans 1899, with enamelled clasp 26/6 Le Burnous 1899; Union des Chasseurs à Pied Veterans Medal 1904, engraved
(À Mr Roux); Arras Medal 1914-18, by Bouvier, in silvered bronze; Veterans of Chemins des Dames 1914-18 and 1939-40, this
with clasp Aisne 1939-40; and a satirical ‘Croix du Lièvre’ 1940, many very fine or better (7)
£200-250
272
*France, a replica of Field Marshal Ney’s Baton, 1804 issue, hallmarked London 1980, in silver gilt and blue velvet with
gold embroidered eagles, extremely fine
£600-800
273
*Germany, Brunswick, Order of Henry the Lion, Knight’s First Class badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 38mm,
extremely fine
£500-700
274
*Germany, Order of the Crown, Third Class breast badge, by S. Friedeberg & Söhne, Berlin, in gold and enamels, 43mm,
centres chipped, very fine, with original Warrant of Appointment dated 13 August 1888
£200-300
From a group of Orders bestowed upon D. ANTONIO MARIA DE LANCASTRE, Physician to the Portuguese Royal Family.

275
*Iceland, Order of the Icelandic Falcon, Type 2, Commander’s neck badge, by Kjartan Ásmundsson, Reykjavik, in silvergilt and enamels, width 44mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£300-400
276
*Ireland, Service Medal 1917-21, in light bronze, no clasp, reverse engraved (John O’Shea 815), good very fine

£250-300

277
*Ireland, Service Medal 1917-21, in darkened bronze, with Cómrac clasp, unnamed, reverse marks, good very fine
£350-400
278
*Ireland, Emergency Service Medal 1939-46, 26ú. Catlán reverse, extremely fine and scarce

£150-200

The 26ú. Catlán (26th Battalion) was part of the Second Line Volunteer Force, manned mainly by members of the Irish Republican Army and
many of whom had seen action against the British between 1916-22 and during the Civil War.

279
Ireland, Emergency Service Medal 1939-46, rev., Na Forsai Cosanta, with 2 additional date clasps, and Permanent
Defence Forces Service Medal, with bar (41984 P.Scanlan), both good very fine (2)
£80-100
280
*Ireland, Truce Commemorative 1971, extremely fine

£80-100

281
Italy, Order of the Crown, Commander’s set of insignia, by Cravanzola Succi Filli Borani, Rome, comprising neck badge, in
gold and enamels, 51.5mm, and breast star, in silver, with gold and enamelled centre, 77mm, extremely fine, with Warrant of
Appointment dated 31 October 1888 and related letter from the King’s Private Secretary date 1 October 1888 (2) £200-300
From a group of Orders bestowed upon D. ANTONIO MARIA DE LANCASTRE, Physician to the Portuguese Royal Family.

282

285

286

282
*Italy, Al Valore Militare, Austrian War issue 1859, in silver, French made, without F.G. below wreath, reverse engraved
(4me Lancier Barthelemy M. de L.E.), contact wear, almost very fine
£400-500
283
Italy, Great War Al Valore Militare Pair awarded to Guglielmo Meschi, comprising Al Valore Militare, in bronze with
crowned Z and F.G. below wreath, reverse engraved (Mesch Guglielmo Strada da Lutrano e Fontanelle 8-9 Novembre
1917) and War Merit Cross, good very fine (2)
£200-250
284
Italy, Great War Al Valore Militare Pair awarded to Salvatore Riccobene, Al Valore Militare in bronze with crowned Z
and F.G. below wreath (reverse engraved Riccobene Salvatore Col Del Rosso-19 Giug. 1918), Italo-Austrian War Medal
1915-18 with two cast copy clasps, very fine (2)
£200-250
285
*Italy, Crimea Medal 1855-56, unnamed as issued, edge bruised, very fine and rare

£600-800

286
*Italy, Liberation of Sicily 1860, by Barone, in silver, a few minor marks, good very fine and scarce

£250-300

287
287
*Italy, Liberation of Sicily 1860, by S.J., in bronze, extremely fine

289

£100-150

288
Italy, Africa Campaign 1894 (3), by Speranza, 1 clasp Spedizione 1887, unsigned (2), 1 clasp Campagna Africa 1887-88, 1
clasp Campagna Africa 1895-96, good very fine or better (2)
£150-200
289
*Italy, Africa Campaign, 1894, by Speranza, 1 clasp Campagna 1895-96, good very fine, with original award document
named to Soldato di fantaria Capapilli Venturino and dated 12 Dicembre 1896 [this somewhat distressed]
£100-150

290

292

291

293

290
*Italy, China 1900, by Reggia Zecca, several marks, very fine and rare

£400-500

291
*Italy, Red Cross Medal of Merit, in silver, with clasp Capmpagna Ital0-Austriaca 1915-16, extremely fine, rare £180-220
292
*Italy, Red Cross Medal of Merit, in silver, with clasps Campagna Italo-Austriaca and two silver palm branches, one with
star, extremely fine and rare
£180-220
293
*Italy, Second Roman Republic (1848-49), Military Merit Medal, in silver, with original ribbon, extremely fine and rare
£300-400

294

295

294
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Sicily Campaign 1849, in bronze, with lance tips, very fine

296

£150-200

295
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Fourth Congress of the Regional Committee of Neapolitan Veterans of the war of 1848-49,
in bronze, with attached loop for suspension and contemporary ribbon, very fine
£80-120
296
*Italy, Two Sicilies, Campaign of September-October 1860, in bronze, with original ribbon, extremely fine £400-600

297

298
299

301

Ex 300

297
*Italy, Tuscany, Veterans of the War with Austria, by G.N., with original ribbon, extremely fine

£150-200

298
*Italy, Venice, Liberation Commemorative 1848, in bronze, extremely fine

£120-150

299
*Italy Venice, Civil Guard Medal 1848, in brass, good very fine

£120-150

300
*Japan, Order of the Rising Sun, Second Class set of insignia, comprising neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 55mm,
and breast star, in silver, gilt and enamels, 91mm, in lacquer case of issue, extremely fine, with related fittings (2) £1,000-1,200
301
*Latvia, Home Guard Cross of Merit, by W. Millers, Riga, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 40.5mm, in case of issue, with
related ribbon bar, extremely fine
£120-150

Ex 302

304

306

305

302
*Mauritania, Order of National Merit, Commander’s neck badge, by Artus Bertrand, Paris, in silver-gilt and green enamel,
width 43mm, in case of issue, with related lapel fitting, extremely fine
£200-300
303
Netherlands, Order of Orange-Nassau, Civil Division, Officer’s breast badge and Silver and Bronze Merit Medals, all in
Kanselrij der Nederlandse Orden cases of issue, first with minor chips, good very fine, others virtually as issued (3) £120-150
304
*Portugal, Order of Merit, Grand Cross Sash badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 51mm, extremely fine, with old sash
£250-300
305
*Portugal, Order of Christ, jewelled badge, in silver-gilt, set with garnets and pastes and with paste-set silver floral suspension, width 26mm, floral suspension refixed, good very fine
£2,000-2,500
306
*Portugal, Order of Villa Viçosa, Grand Cross breast star, by da Costa, Lisbon, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 76mm, centre slack, otherwise extremely fine
£500-700

END OF FIRST SESSION
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SESSION TWO
Wednesday 26 November 2014, starting at 2.00pm
WORLD ORDERS, MEDALS AND DECORATIONS (continued)
307
*Russia, Order of St. George, Fourth Class badge in gold and enamels, probably European manufacture with later, possibly
unofficial “56” mark on suspension ring, width 35.3mm, very fine
£4,000-5,000
308
*Russia, Order of St. Vladimir, Military Division, a privately-made Third Class badge in gold and enamels, Great War period, of delicate fabric but coarse in style, with traces of 1908-17 period kokoshnik but lacking other marks, width 38.8mm, about
very fine
£2,500-3,000
309
*Russia, Order of St Anne, First Class set of insignia, comprising sash badge, in gold and enamels, by St Petersburg, dated
1849 on suspension ring and marked with Imperial Warrant beneath enamel, width 48.7mm and breast star, by Keibel, in silver,
silver-gilt and red enamel, marked on backplate and brooch-pin, 88mm, minor traces of wear and use, extremely fine; with a
48” length of original sash ribbon and in original red fitted case of issue [illustrated online] with gilt lettering and decoration on
lid, velvet-lined insert and embossed gilt retaining panel for the sash compartment, case lacking one brass hook, in about very
fine condition (lot)
£30,000-40,000
310
*Russia, Order of St Stanislaus, Civil Division, Second Class neck badge, in gold and enamels, by Eduard, St Petersburg,
signed ВД, width 49mm, cleaned in the past, very fine to good very fine
£600-800
311
*Russia, Order of St. Stanislaus, Military Division, breast star in silver, silver-gilt and enamels by Eduard, St Petersburg,
signed ИЛ on backplate, 90mm, even overall wear with some scuffs, very fine
£5,000-6,000
312
*Miniature: Order of St Anne, Military Division, a “black” badge in gold and enamels with swords, arms of cross in black
enamel with central figure of Saint on pink ground, reverse centre in white, width 15mm, good very fine and rare £600-800
313
*Miniature: Order of St Anne, Civil Division, of high quality European manufacture, in bronze-gilt and enamels, width
17.3mm, extremely fine
£200-300

312

313
311

314

315

317

314
*Russia, Kazan Military School, Graduation badge in silvered bronze, bronze and blue and white enamels, screwback suspension (P. & B. 1.2.18), very fine
£400-600
315
*Russia, 50th Anniversary of Zemstvo, 1914, commemorative badge in bronze/brass, with wired-on cyphers of Alexander
II and Nicholas II over green enamel, screwback suspension (but lacking screwplate) (P. & B. 1.4.22), minor chip to enamel, very
fine
£300-400
316
Russia, Crimea War 1853-56, medal in light bronze, about extremely fine; Suppression of the Polish Rebellion 1863-64, very
fine; Russo-Turkish War 1877-78, in bronze, very fine; Liberation of Bulgaria 1878, in bronze, fine; Revolution of 1 March 1917,
brass jeton, good very fine (5)
£150-200
317
*Russia, Defence of Sebastopol 1854-55, in silver, scratches both sides, very fine

318

319

318
*Russia, Subjugation of the Chechen and Daghestan 1857-59, in silver, good very fine

£150-200

320

£250-300

319
*Russia, Subjugation of the Western Caucasus 1859-64, in silver, with full signature of N. Kozin beneath bust, almost
very fine
£100-150
320
*Russia, Khiva Campaign 1873, in silver, good very fine and rare

£600-800

321

322

324

321
Russia, Subjugation of the Khokand Khanate 1876, in bronze, very fine and rare

£150-200

322
*Russia, Russo-Turkish War 1877-78, in silver, good very fine

£300-400

323
Russia, Red Cross Decoration for the Russo-Turkish War 1877-78, in silver and red enamel, better than very fine
£120-150
324
*Russia, Badge of the Russian Red Cross, Second Class, in silver and red enamel, unmarked, good very fine

325

326

£150-200

328

325
*Russia, Storming of Geok-Tepe 1881, in bronze, very fine and rare

£250-300

326
*Russia, Campaigns in Central Asia 1853-95, in bronze, good very fine and rare

£400-600

327
Russia, China Campaign 1900-01 (2), in silver and bronze, both about extremely fine (2)

£250-300

328
*Russia, Russo-Japanese War 1904-05, in silver, on triangular combined Alexander Nevsky and St. George Ribbon,
almost extremely fine
£150-200

331

329

332 (1)

332 (9)

332 (2)

332 (13)

332 (3)

332 (12)
332 (19)

329
*Russia, Red Cross Medal for the Russo-Japanese War 1904-05, in silver and red enamel, with kokoshnik and A.
Richter assayer’s mark on suspension ring, almost extremely fine
£120-150
330
Russia, Insignia of the Military Order of St George, type 2, Fourth Class, numbered 448886; together with St George
Medal, Nicholas II issue, Fourth Class, numbered No 708176, very fine or better (2)
£120-150
331
*Russia, General Bermont-Avalov’s Volunteer Army Medal 1919, in bronze-gilt, about extremely fine

£150-200

332
*Watches: A Collection of Swiss, Russian and other Pocket Watches (20), generally in gold hunter cases and stemwound unless otherwise stated; the outer cases mostly later-engraved, later-painted or with later-applied Imperial Eagles or other
elements of broadly Russian Imperial interest, comprising:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

Patek Philippe, Geneva, Chronometro Gondolo No. 149628, open-faced, 18 ct. fine, with lightly later-engraved internal
dust cover but generally in good, original condition;
Rolex ‘Lever’, black face with white numerals, in 9 ct. British case by Dennison numbered 137817, Birmingham, 1918,
back cover with later applied supported arms with Russian motto translated as “Truth and Stability”, on a light chain;
Pavel Bure no. 464245, with later-engraved cover (and a possibly original internal engraved inscription dated 1916);
Pavel Bure no. 492271, with later-engraved and painted cover, on elaborate watch-chain with large silver-gilt fob featur
ing Imperial eagle;
Pavel Bure no. 3915, with later-applied Imperial Eagle and blue-enamelled legend, on short ropework chain with later
gold horse’s head fob;
Paul Garnier, with Breguet spiral compensating balance, front cover mounted with later Imperial photographic print set
in pastes;
Tavanne Watch Co., for the Russian market, also with Breguet spiral compensating balance, front cover similarly
mounted with later Imperial photographic print set in diamonds and pastes;
Deutsche Präzisions Uhrenfabrik Glashütte, A. Lange & Sohne 59108, later-engraved, in an original manufacturer’s
case with certificate (but certificate number erased);
Paul Moser no. 149230, with later-applied Imperial Eagle;
Hy. Moser & Co. no. 172945, for the Russian market, with later-applied Imperial Eagle;
Hy. Moser & Cie. No. 980576, Lady’s watch of slim module, the elaborately-worked front cover with mask and setwith
a single diamond, back cover later-painted with Imperial portrait, bow detached, with gold-mounted suspension riband;
Chas. E. Jacot (Chaux-de-Fonds) no. 6861, key-wound, enamelled and engine-turned covers with later-applied enamelled
Imperial portrait, with double-stranded gold chain and fittings;
Longines (retailed in Belgrade), cover mounted with diamond-set Imperial cypher of relatively good style;
A. Pauwels (Brussels), a Stopwatch, with later-decorated front and back covers;
Swiss-made for the Russian market and signed В. ГАБЮ (Le Locle), with later-applied Imperial Eagle;
Swiss-made open-faced Lady’s watch, unsigned, together with a later-made badge in brass and enamels of the
Alexandrovsky Military School, Moscow (cf. P. & B. I, 1.2.6.);
Swiss-made unsigned Chronomètre à Renversement, patent no. 25996, with gilded face, cover later-painted with Imperial
portrait, on an ornate watch-chain with Albert;
An unsigned open-faced watch with Breguet spiral compensating balance, back cover later-engraved or etched
with cypher and inscription dated 1896;
Unsigned, also with Breguet spiral compensating balance, front cover mounted with a later-made reproduction badge
of the Order of St. Alexander Nevsky with swords;
Unsigned, the cover with later-applied Imperial Eagle, on a gilt or “rolled gold” chain;

together with a brooch-mounted miniature frame in gold-backed silver and set with mixed diamonds and pastes, with recent
painted portrait of Nicholas II (signed and erroneously dated “1907”), incorrect marks and lacking brooch-pin, watches mostly
cased or boxed and in working order but substantially adapted; the lot therefore offered as “copies” and sold as
viewed, not subject to return (lot)
£6,000-8,000
333
*Photographs: Imperial period studio photographs (5), postcard and other old photographs
(3), all portraying Russian officers and men; together with a copy of the Imperial Manifesto
for Announcement of the War of Liberation, 1877-78, an example of the 1904-05 bronze
Russo-Japanese War Medal and a framed print of Kaiser Wilhelm II, this with brass mount,
generally in very fine condition (lot)
£300-400
Further illustrations of the watches and photographs are available
on request or by visiting our website.

334
334
*Soviet Union, Hero of the Soviet Union’s Gold Star Medal, no. 3266, a few scuffs, about extremely fine £2,500-3,000
Offered with a McDaniel Authentication Certificate dated 12 November 2000 (giving a grade of 9 out of 10 for condition).

335 (copy)

336 (copy)

335
*Soviet Union, Copy: Order of Nakhimov, First Class copy, numbered 56, extremely fine, sold as a copy

£300-400

336
*Soviet Union, Copy: Marshal’s star, copy badge, extremely fine, sold as a copy

£300-400

337
*San Marino, Order of San Marino, Officer’s breast badge, in silver-gilt and
enamels, width 44mm, extremely fine
£120-150
338
Spain, Order of St Hermenegildo, Knight’s breast badge, in gilt and enamels;
Constitution of 1820, oval bronze, medal and a miniature table medal, 16mm for the
same event; Moroccan War 1859, white metal medal, by A. Gerbier, 58mm; Africa
Campaign 1860 (2), in silver and nickel; Order of La Santa Cruz, miniature breast
badge, in silver, with red enamelled cross, second fine, others very fine or better (6)
£150-200

337

339

340

342

341

339
*Spain, Catalan Volunteers for the Africa Campaign 1860, in silver, very fine and scarce

£180-220

340
*Spain, Battle of Callao 1866, extremely fine and scarce

£180-220

341
*Spain, Catalan Volunteers for the Cuban Campaign 1869, by Castells, extremely fine and rare

£250-300

342
*Spain, Cross for the Civil Guard of Madrid 1870-73, in gilt and enamels, minor enamel damage, good very fine and
scarce
£180-220

343

344

346

343
*Spain, Cuban Volunteers 1871, in silver, by F Crones, with original ribbon, extremely fine and scarce

£300-350

344
*Spain, Cuban Volunteers 1871, in silver, similar to the last but unsigned, with original ribbon, obverse scratched to right
of bust, otherwise very fine
£120-150
345
Spain, Cuban Campaign 1873 (2), both without clasps, in silver and bronze, very fine (2)

£100-120

346
*Spain, Defence of Carraca 1873, in bronze, good very fine and rare

£200-300

348

349

351

350

347
Spain, Defence of Bilbao 1874 (4), 3 clasps Onton 15 Febrero, Montaño 25 Febrero, Abanto 25, 26,y 27 Marzo, 1 clasp Abanto
25,26 y 27 Marzo and reduced sized examples (2), good very fine or better (4)
£150-200
348
*Spain, Defence of Bilbao 1874, Carlist variety with the wolves on the arms of Bilbao replaced by mules, very fine and rare
£120-150
349
*Spain, Defenders of Bilbao 1874, as authorised by the city, with incorrect ribbon, good very fine

£100-150

350
*Spain, Defence of Teruel 1874, with original ribbon, extremely fine

£150-180

351
*Spain, Defence of Teruel 1874, similar to the last, with original ribbon, about extremely fine

£120-150

352

353

352
*Spain, Defence of Puigcerda 1874, 2 clasps, Castellar de Nuch, Puente de Guardiola, extremely fine and rare

£250-300

353
*Spain, Civil War Medal 1873-74, reduced size (28mm), in silver-gilt, with four crude privately made clasps, for the Cuban
10 years’ war 1868-78, Conbate de Holguin, Paso La Mula, Loma Jucaral, Macagua, very fine
£150-200
354
Spain, Civil War Medal 1873-74, in silver, 1 clasp Cartagena; reduced sized (4), in silvered bronze, 30.5mm, in white metal,
1 clasp Muro,27 mm, one clasp Cartagena and no clasp (2) both in silver, 26.5 and 24mm, very fine or better (5)
£180-220

355

357

356

355
*Spain, Defence of Cervera 1875, in silver, good very fine and rare

£180-220

356
*Spain, Defence of Cervera 1875, in embossed silvered bronze, with original ribbon, good very fine

£100-150

357
*Spain, Alfonso XII’s Medal for Campaigns of 1875-76, in silver, six clasps Pamplona, Esquinza, Elgueta, Oria, Junquera,
Peña-Plata, with original ribbon, good very fine
£120-150
358
Spain, Alfonso XII’s Medal for Campaigns of 1875-76 (8), in silvered bronze, 2 clasps Cantavieja, Seo de Urgel; in silver,
1 clasp Elgueta; in silvered bronze, 1 clasp Pamplona (2); reduced size in silver (29.5mm), 1 clasp Pamplona; reduced size
(27.5mm) in silvered bronze (3) 1 clasp Vera, no clasp (2), both in silver, one with wreath suspension and a related no clasp miniature in silver, very fine and better (9)
£300-400

359

360

361

359
*Spain, Carlist, Reduction of Berga 1873, extremely fine

£150-200

360
*Spain, Carlist, Montejurra Cross, 1873, in bronze, about extremely fine

£150-200

361
*Spain, Carlist, Somorrostro Medal 1874, in bronze, with original ribbon, very fine

s
£150-200

362

365

363

362
*Spain, Carlist, Carlos VII Cross of Merit 1874, in silver, extremely fine and rare

£300-400

363
*Spain, Puerto Rican Volunteers 1880, with original ribbon, good very fine and toned, rare

£300-400

364
Spain, Cuban Volunteers 1882, 1 clasp 10 años, with original ribbon, unevenly toned, good very fine; Jolo Campaign 1876,
edge bruised, fine; Ex Combatants of Madrid 1876, fine (3)
£180-220
365
*Spain, Puerto Rican Volunteers 1888, in silver-gilt, 1 clasp 16 años servicio, on riband bar for a pair, better than very
fine, rare
£300-400

366

369

366
*Spain, Mindanao Campaign 1890-91 and 1894-95, 1 clasp1894-95, very fine and scarce

£150-200

367
Spain, Luzon Campaign 1896-97, Philippines Campaign 1896-98, both with original ribbons, very fine (2)

£120-150

368
Spain, Cuban Campaign 1895-98, with two copper clasps denoting two years’ service; Asturian Volunteers 1896 (2), all with
original ribbons, good very fine or better (3)
£120-150
369
*Spain, Red Cross medal for the Cuban and Philippines Campaigns 1895-99, extremely fine and rare

£200-300

374

370

370
*Spain, Alfonso XIII, Silver Medal of Distinction, three clasps for the Moroccan campaign, Zoco el Tenain, Mayo 1912,
1912, about very fine
£100-150
371
Spain, Rif Campaign 1909-12, in silver, 4 clasps Quebdana, Peñon-Alhucemas, Nador-Zeluan-Zoco el Jemis, Guaugu Sidi
Hamet el Hach; Africa Campaigns 1912 (2), 1 clasp Cueta and no clasp, with original ribbons, very fine or better (3) £120-150
372
Spain, Moroccan Campaign 1915, in silver, 1 clasp, Xauen; bronze (2), 2 clasps, Tetuan, Guruge, 2 clasps, Tetuanm, Melilla;
Moroccan Peace 1927; Ifni-Sahara 1958, in bronze; together with 80th Anniversary of the Spanish Legion 2000, bronze table
medal, 79mm, very fine or better (5)
£150-180
373
Spain, Military Medal, 1918-31 type, in plated bronze, traces of verdigris, about very fine, scarce; post 1970 type, in oxidised iron, extremely fine (2)
£150-180
374
*Spain, Somatén Faithful Service Cross, in gilt and enamels, with original ribbon, extremely fine

£150-200

375
Spain, Campaign Medal for Veterans of the Cuban, Philippine and Moroccan Campaigns 1931; Red Cross Pair,
1936-39 Campaign in bronze and enamels, with Retaguardia Clasp, Third Class Medal of the Red Cross and another Third Class
Medal of the Red Cross, good very fine or better (4)
£150-180
376
*Sweden, Order of Vasa, Grand Cross set of insignia, by Carlman, Stockholm, comprising sash badge, in gold and enamels,
width 54mm, and breast star, in silver, 73mm, in case of issue, with related lapel fitting, extremely fine (2)
£600-800
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377
*Sweden, Order of Vasa, Knight’s breast badge, in gold and enamels, width 37.5mm, in case of issue, extremely fine
£200-250
378
Sweden, Pro Patria Medal for Faithful Service, Gustav V, large silver (edge engraved Johann August Jansson 1911);
with Swedish Patriotic Society, Long Service Medals (3), Large Silver, Gustav V (Carl Malmquist), Small Silver (2),
Oscar II, unnamed, Gustav V (Karl Hellgren), last cased but with incorrect Pro Patria riband, good very fine or better (4)
£180-220

379
*Turkey, Order of Nishani Shefkat, an early First Class breast star, in gold and enamels, each of five points and olives in
olive branches set with diamonds, 57mm, with pin back suspension, red enamel chipped, very fine and very rare
£1,800-2,200
Bestowed upon LEILA JESSIE VON HEIDENSTAM (1849-1921), wife of Oskar Gustav von Heidenstam, Swedish Envoy to Constantinople (circa 18761883). Offered by direct descent.

380
Vatican, Defence of Rome 1849, in bronze-gilt, with original ribbon, about very fine; together with bronze table medal in
Honour of the Fallen Defenders of Rome 1867, by Bianchi, 44mm, extremely fine (2)
£100-120
381
*Vatican, Medal of Fidelity for the Defenders of Rome 1849, in silvered bronze, better than very fine and rare
£200-300
382
*Vatican, Bene Merenti Medal, in silver as awarded to Swiss troops present at Perugia 1859, slight edge bruising, otherwise
very fine and rare
£250-300
383
*Vatican, Volunteers Medal 1860, in bronze, with original ribbon, extremely fine

£200-300

384
*Vatican, Castelfidardo Medal 1860, in silver (engraved on rim Pk Mulany), with original ribbon, very fine

£250-300

385
*Vatican, Castelfidardo Badge 1860, uniface, in silver, with pin-back suspension, extremely fine and rare

£180-220

386
*Vatican, Mentana Cross 1867, in silver as awarded to officers, with original ribbon, good extremely fine and dark toned
£250-300
387
Miscellaneous World Orders (4), Egypt, Order of the Republic, Third Class neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width
61mm, chipped, very fine; Iran, Order of Pas, Third Class breast badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, width 37.5mm, reverse
chipped, very fine; Japan, Order of the Rising Sun, Eighth Class Paulownia Leaf decoration, in silver, width 32.5mm, in lacquer box of issue, extremely fine and Thailand, Order of the White Elephant, Third Class neck badge, reverse of suspension hallmarked, in silver, gilt and enamels, width 49.5mm, extremely fine (4)
£150-200

388

394
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392

393

LIFESAVING MEDALS AND AWARDS
(see also lots 51-59)
388
*U.S.A., Presidential Medal for Life Saving, type 1, by Koehler, an unnamed specimen in white metal, 63.6mm, surface
marks, fine to very fine
£150-200
389
*U.S.A., Volunteer Life Saving Corps, silver medal for Saving from Drowning, with bar for second award,
engraved JOHN H. BRENNAN on brooch suspension, East River N.Y.C. Aug 20 1904 on reverse of medallion and Hudson
River N.Y.C. Aug. 4 1914 on reverse of bar, good very fine; together with other USVLSC badges (3), comprising: a silvered
brooch-badge numbered 309, by Fredk. Leopold, Newark, N.J.; a gilt and enamelled ‘Aquatic Sports’ badge with central pearl;
and a bronze N.Y.C. Dept. Proficiency medal with brooch suspension, very fine or better (4)
£200-300
390
*U.S.A., Humane Society of Massachusetts, medal in bronzed copper, 1854, by Benjamin Wyon, London, reverse with
names of the Officers and Trustees of the Institution beneath clasped hands, 57mm, extremely fine
£100-150
391
U.S.A., City of Philadelphia’s Testimonial Bronze Medal, 1854, reverse legend TESTIMONIAL TO CAPTAINS CRIGHTON, LOW
AND STOUFFER OF THE SHIPS THREE BELLS, KILBY, AND ANTARCTIC… …FOR THEIR GALLANTRY IN RESCUING THE PASSENGERS FROM THE WRECK
£250-300
OF THE STEAMER SAN FRANCISCO JANUARY 1854., 75mm, light handling marks, extremely fine
392
*U.S.A., Presidential Gold Life Saving Medal, engraved TO T. ARNOLD, SEAMAN, of the British Steamship AGAPENOR,
in recognition of his heroic services in effecting the rescue at sea, on January 23, 1921, of the Master and crew
of the American Barkentine CARIOCA, brooch suspension lightly scratch-marked on reverse, light traces of wear overall,
extremely fine
£1,500-2,000
At 4.45pm on Jan. 23 1921 the Agapenor sighted the Carioca in a hopeless state, with seven feet of water in her hold, the pumps choked and
much of her rigging lost. She was rolling violently in a fierce sea but all hands were successfully rescued.
The following is taken from the New York Times of 21st May 1921: Washington, May 20. “On behalf of President Harding and the Government
of the United States, the State Department is forwarding to the British Foreign Office, through the American Embassy at London, for distribution, testimonials which have been awarded to master and second officer and certain members of the crew of the British steamer Agapenor
for their heroism in rescuing the crew of the American barkentine Carioca of New Orleans off the coast of Crete last January. In recognition
of the services rendered by the rescuers, a gold watch and chain is being awarded to James W. Clark, master of the Agapenor; a first-grade
binocular to P. Purkiss, second officer, and medals to W. Wiles, boatswain; T. Keans, lamp trimmer; R. Russell, carpenter; A. Watkins, J.
Hayden, W. Graham, W. White, A. Lawrence and T. Arnold, seamen. Each of the testimonials bears an engraved statement of the circumstances of the rescue”.

393
*U.S.A., Treasury Gold Life Saving Medal, awarded in 1903, engraved on reverse TO C. V. CONKLIN FOR HEROIC DARING
WRECK ABIEL ABBOTT JAN. 21 – 1903, with wreathed eagle’s head swivelling suspension, 44.5mm, minor marks including a
small knock in obverse field, otherwise extremely fine
£4,000-6,000
C. V. CONKLIN of Shipbottom, New Jersey Life Saving Service:
‘The Abiel Abbott, out of Turks Island and headed for New York, became stranded on Shipbottom bar on the New Jersey coast, about 500 yards
from the shore on 20 January 1903. The night was dark and stormy, and the sea was running high. At 8.15 pm a surfman on patrol discovered
the wreck and the lifesavers assembled on the beach, but with the intense darkness any attempt to launch a boat would have been rash. The
surfmen, therefore, directed their efforts to establishing communication with the vessel by use of the Lyle gun. Several shots were fired and one
of them carried a line on board the doomed craft. Heavy seas swept her decks and she began to break up. Her crew found it impossible to reach
the line and during the night four of the ship’s nine-man company lost their lives. By the morning the vessel had become a shattered hulk and
the five surviving crewmen could be seen clinging to the top of the cabin.
‘At the first signs of dawn, the lifesavers launched the surfboat. Though broken and jagged wreckage threatened the boat with every stroke of
the oars, the surfmen pulled desperately for the wreck. In spite of this effort, the boat was beaten back upon the shore and the crew were
exhausted. When another attempt with the Lyle gun failed, the crew again put out in the surfboat. This time, however, they succeeded in reaching the shipwrecked men and safely brought them to shore. The Captain of the Abiel Abbott testified that he believed it impossible for the lifesavers to get to them and thought it a miracle that they succeeded in doing so.’

394
*U.S.A., State of Oregon, an engraved gold medal of convex form awarded to JOSEPH C. POESCHL for Saving Human Lives,
Feby. 20, 1917, depicting railroad locomotive crossing a bridge and with applied engraved arms of Oregon, suspended from a
red, white and blue riband with gold riband brooch engraved BRAVERY, 36.3mm, wt. 13.9g all in, extremely fine
£350-450
Somewhat ironically JOSEPH POESCHI was later convicted of murder.

395
*U.S.A., Treasury Gold Life Saving Medal, awarded in 1983, engraved on reverse DOUGLAS PEACE 11/10/83, with
wreathed eagle’s head swivelling suspension, 37.5mm, with matt finish as issued, minor marks from handling, otherwise
extremely fine; with a relating miniature as awarded, extremely fine (2)
£3,500-4,500
The Medal is offered with a copy newspaper feature and notes, including a copy of the official citation for the award dated 9 October 1984 as follows:
The Secretary of Transportation takes pleasure in presenting the GOLD LIFESAVING MEDAL to DOUGLAS PEACE for acts as set forth in the
following CITATION:
“For extraordinary and heroic action in the early morning hours of 10 November 1983, when
he attempted the rescue of a survivor from the capsized offshore supply vessels, M/V LAVERNE HERBERT, nine miles offshore from Matagorda Island, Texas. LAVERNE HERBERT
capsized in the Gulf of Mexico during heavy seas and high winds on the evening of 9 November
1983. Mr. Douglas Peace was a crewmember aboard the M/V CASEY CHOUEST, the first vessel to arrive at the scene of the casualty. Upon the vessel’s arrival, a man was observed clinging from the jackstaff of the LAVERNE HERBERT. As the CASEY CHOUEST approached, the
survivor dropped from the jackstaff and began swimming toward the rescue vessel. Suddenly
the survivor ceased swimming and began to slip beneath the surface. Mr. Peace, with total disregard for his own safety, dove from the bow of the CASEY CHOUEST in a valiant attempt to
rescue the man in the water, struggling against enormous seas and blinded by the wind and
spray. As one particularly large sea passed Mr. Peace, he saw the survivor on the face of the
next wave, unable to swim any farther, knocked beneath the surface by sea action. In a desperate and valiant move, Mr. Peace dove beneath the storm-tossed waves, grasped the survivor, and struggled back to the surface. Demonstrating great courage, he began towing the
survivor toward the CASEY CHOUEST. Then, just as the two men were about to be pulled
from the water, the CASEY CHOUEST was hammered by successive large beam seas. This
action drove the two men beneath the surface and under the chine of the vessel. The survivor
was literally torn from Mr. Peace’s grasp as the pitching and rolling vessel struck Mr. Peace
violently, causing numerous injuries. Risking further additional injuries, Mr. Peace dove
repeatedly beneath the surface in frustrating and unsuccessful attempts to locate the submerged victim. Suffering from injuries, exhaustion, and hypothermia, he was finally forced to
abandon his efforts and was pulled aboard the CASEY CHOUEST by his shipmates. Mr.
Douglas Peace’s heroic attempts, unselfish actions, exceptional fortitude, and utter disregard
for his own life, despite imminent danger reflect great credit upon himself and are in keeping
with the highest traditions of the humanitarian service”.
Sincerely, J. S. GRACEY
Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard Commandant
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400

396
*Canada, Royal Canadian Humane Association, bronze medal, rev. engraved AWARDED TO Frank Stevens for
Courage in the rescue of LORNE PRATT from drowning at Midland. June. 1913, 47.5mm, with swivelling scroll suspension and ornate ‘BRAVERY’ riband brooch, extremely fine
£100-150
397
*Great Britain, Pattern (?) “Sea Gallantry” Medal, perhaps produced as a precursor to the Albert Medal: A mid
19th Century unnamed specimen or pattern in the form of a parcel-gilt silver and enamelled medal of multi-part construction with
the 38.5mm disc beneath an openwork crown, this hung from hinged orb-and-sceptre finial device itself fitted with ring for carrying blue riband for wearing; obv., applied enamelled Union Jack in ropework border, engraved PRESENTED IN THE NAME OF /
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN around, rev., gilt fouled anchor on blue enamel also with in ropework border, engraved TO [ ] / FOR GALLANTRY IN SAVING LIFE AT SEA around, red enamel missing from the St. George’s Cross portion of Union Jack, otherwise very fine,
interesting and apparently unrecorded
£300-400
In the event the Board of Trade (not Buckingham Palace) assumed responsibility for what became known as the Sea Gallantry Medal in 1855.
The Albert Medal was introduced just over a decade later and was of course named in memory of the Prince Consort, who had died in 1861.

398
*Great Britain, Sea Gallantry Medal, Victoria (For Gallantry), in silver, an unnamed specimen, 57.8mm, minor scuffs,
extremely fine and toned
£150-250
399
Great Britain, Sea Gallantry Medal, Victoria (For Gallantry), in bronze, an unnamed specimen, 57.8mm, extremely fine
£80-120
400
*Great Britain, Sea Gallantry Medal, in silver, George V, posthumously awarded to Quartermaster Morris of the Liverpool
steamship Oranian, engraved (Thomas William Morris. “Oranian”. 26th April 1918, a couple of edge bruises, otherwise
extremely fine and toned
£400-600

403

404

406
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409

410

401
Great Britain, Sea Gallantry Medal (Foreign Services), in silver, George V, naming erased, with post-1922 riband and
original riband brooch for wearing, about extremely fine
£80-100
402
Great Britain, Royal Humane Society, Type 1 (1774-1837) Large Medal, an unnamed specimen in bronzed copper, minor
marks, about extremely fine; and Royal National Lifeboat Institution, an unnamed specimen in bronzed copper of Queen
Victoria issue, with portrait by L.C. Wyon, without suspension, cancellation cuts to the upper and lower rims on obverse, otherwise extremely fine (2)
£80-120
403
*Great Britain, Royal Humane Society, Large Silver Medal for Successful Rescue (William Simkins 3rd Mate of the
Ship Neptune 7th August 1853), with contemporary hook-and-ring suspension and matching stickpin for wearing, minor
correction to surname, very fine and toned
£400-600
404
*Royal Humane Society, Large Bronze Medal, type 2, for Successful Rescue, reverse engraved GEORGE BERRY VIT. OB SERV.
D.D. SOC. REG. HUM. 1 January 1858, 51mm, with suspension ring and blue ribbon for wearing, good very fine
£250-300
R.H.S. Case no. 16105 records “Berry, G., aged 13, River Ribble, Preston”.

405
Great Britain, Royal Humane Society, Small Bronze Medal for Successful Rescue (Lieut. Geo. S. Smith, H.M.S. Fly, 10
Sept. 1870), punch-mark on edge, otherwise good very fine
£150-200
R.H.S. Case no. 18663 records that the rescue took place in the sea off Jellah Coffee, Gold Coast.

406
*Great Britain, Royal Humane Society, Small Bronze Medal for Successful Rescue (S.J. O’Connor, 17th Sep. 1896),
good very fine
£200-250
R.H.S. Case no. 28749: Seaman, S.S. Doune Castle - ‘at great risk rescued S. London from drowning, Port Natal, South Africa.’

407
Great Britain, Royal National Lifeboat Institution, George V issue, an unnamed specimen in silver on a large (37.5mm)
flan, with “dolphin” swivelling suspension, rim bruise, good very fine and toned
£80-120
408
*Great Britain, Liverpool Shipwreck and Humane Society’s Marine Medal, in silver, engraved (To Raphael Lobez:
For Gallant Service 4/11/1891), 38mm, swivel loose, some edge bruising, very fine to good very fine, toned; and Liverpool
Shipwreck and Humane Society’s Swimming Medal, in silver, naming erased, by R.C.O., Birmingham, 1898, good very
fine (2)
£200-300
409
*Answers Medal for Heroism 1892, in silver, unnamed as issued, crouching lion before sunburst within wreath, FOR BRAVERY below, rev., HONORIS CAUSA in wreath, PRESENTED BY THE PROPRIETORS OF ANSWERS, with old N.G.S. ribbon, swivel slightly loose,
good very fine
£300-350
410
*C.Q.D. Medal 1909, in silver, unnamed as awarded to crewmembers of the S.S. Republic, Florida and Baltic, 45mm, cleaned
in the past, good very fine
£300-350
411
*National Canine Defence League Medal, in bronze, engraved (Presented to “James” for Saving Life), very fine
[illustrated]; together with other medals (3), Royal Navy Long Service and Good Conduct, Edward VII (J. Taylor. Ch. E.R.A.
2 Cl. H.M.S. Pearl), suspension bar detached; Germany, Iron Cross Second class 1914, War Commemorative Cross with
Swords and an A.R.P. silver badge, generally very fine (5)
£200-300
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BRITISH MEDALS
412
*Mysore Campaign 1790-92, Honourable East India Company’s small silver medal as awarded to other ranks, edge grained,
with pinned suspension loop, lightly tooled in obverse field, good very fine and toned
£1,000-1,500
413
*Capture of Ceylon 1795-96, Honourable East India Company’s silver medal, pin-and-shackle suspension, 49.4mm, a later
striking with usual surface marks caused by die rust partially tooled or polished out, extremely fine
£300-400
414
*Seringapatam 1799, in bronze, 48mm, unmounted, some pitting in the sky on reverse, fine to very fine

£180-220

415
*Egypt Campaign 1801, Honourable East India Company’s silver medal, pin-and-shackle suspension, 49mm, probably an
older restrike, minor edge bruise and with light scuffs, good very fine
£400-600
416
*Capture of Rodriguez, Isle of Bourbon and Isle of France 1810, Honourable East India Company’s silver medal, pinand-shackle suspension, 50.4mm, a later striking from worn dies, extremely fine
£300-400
417
*Java 1811, Honourable East India Company’s silver medal, pin-and-shackle suspension, 50mm, a later striking, extremely fine
£300-400
418
*Nepal Campaign 1814-16, Honourable East India Company’s silver medal, pin-and-shackle suspension, 51mm, a later striking from polished dies, virtually as struck
£300-400
419
*Burma 1824-26, in silver, with later gilding, unnamed as issued, original steel clip and ring suspension, minor marks, very
fine
£700-900
420
*Coorg Rebellion 1837, Honourable East India Company’s silver medal, pin-and-shackle suspension, 49.6mm, a later striking of good quality, with a couple of light scuffs, extremely fine and toned
£300-400

419
420

421

Captain John Elphinstone
from a posthumous portrait in the possession of
the Elphinstone family

421

421
*The Small Naval Gold Medal for the Battle of The Glorious First of June awarded to Captain John Elphinstone,
with plain reverse engraved John Elphinstone Esquire / The French Fleet Defeated / Captain of H.M.S. The Glory
on the 1 of June MDCCXCIV., mint state, mounted in glass lunettes and with loop-and-wire straight bar suspension and
gold riband buckle as issued
£50,000-60,000
JOHN ELPHINSTONE was born in Peckham in 1756. It is thought that at the age of 13 he joined his father (also John), an Admiral in the Russian
naval service, as a Lieutenant. By 1773 he was serving in the Mediterranean, and in 1776 he commanded the armed schooner Labrador under
Admiral Montague in North America.
After serving in the Cape of Good Hope he was promoted Commander and was briefly attached to the Channel Fleet before being appointed to
the East India station, whence he returned in the 14-gun sloop Atalanta in 1793 following the outbreak of war with France. On 16th May he was
given command of H.M.S. Glory, a three-decker with 74 guns and a crew of 743.
On 28th-29th May 1794 there were partial engagements with the French Fleet in which ‘the Glory distinguished herself by the accuracy of her
fire…’ and ‘…when passing three French ships in succession within pistol shot she gave them a broadside apiece and succeeded in knocking
away a topmast from two of them...’. On the Glorious First itself she was the penultimate ship in the Rear and ‘at length cut through the French
line astern of the Scipion, and, engaging [her] close to leeward soon brought down all three of her masts, losing by the return fire of the Scipion
her [own] fore topmast, main, and mizzen topgallant masts’. Though severely damaged Glory, in company with the Royal George, had effectively silenced the Scipion and went on to engage firstly the Sanspareil and, secondly, the Républicain. After a bitter struggle the Républicain
was forced to retreat with her main and mizzen masts severely damaged, leaving the Glory, Royal George, Scipion and Sanspareil all disabled
in the space between the two fleets. Glory’s casualties included her Master, George Metcalf, a midshipman and 11 men, as well as 39 wounded.
Captain John Elphinstone’s subsequent service included command of the Monarch, flagship of the force detailed to take the Cape of Good Hope
from the Dutch in 1795. In 1797 he was appointed to the Queen Charlotte and in November 1798 resumed an earlier partnership as First Captain
to Sir George Elphinstone (later Viscount Keith) in Foudroyant (briefly) and Hector. Dangerous blockade work off Cadiz and patrol of Brest followed before the Egypt campaign of 1801 when, as Nelson put it, ‘it fell to the lot of the Army to fight and the Navy to labour’. Elphinstone,
after forming part of Sir John Warren’s squadron in Hector en route to Alexandria, rejoined Keith aboard his flagship Foudroyant.
John, also known as ‘Jack’, Elphinstone died shortly afterwards, in Malta, on 17th December 1801. It is thought that he never received the
Sultan’s Gold Medal for Egypt to which he would have been entitled; this is however shown in the posthumous portrait illustrated above, which
remains in the possession of the Elphinstone family.
Provenance:
By direct descent and on loan to the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich (reserve collection), circa 1937 to the present.
See also front cover illustration.

422

422
*The Small Army Gold Medal awarded to Lieutenant-Colonel George James Bruere Tucker, reverse engraved
Roleia & Vimiera. 1808. within laurel wreath, edge collar engraved Lieut. Col: Geo: Js. Bruere Tucker, Dy Adjt. Genl.,
mint state, mounted in glass lunettes and with swivelling bar suspension and gold riband buckle as issued, in original fitted
case
£12,000-15,000
GEORGE JAMES BRUERE TUCKER was born in Bermuda in 1773, one of twelve children and
the second son of Henry St. George Tucker and Frances Bruere; for medals attributed
to his older brother (named, like their father, Henry St. George Tucker), see lots 449
and 453.
A rising Staff Officer who had been present at the second Battle of Copenhagen in 1807,
Tucker served in Portugal as Deputy Adjutant General under Sir Arthur Wellesley. He
participated in the very first actions of the Peninsular War, at Roliça and Vimeiro (on
17 August and 21 August, 1808).
He subsequently returned to London with despatches and in January 1809 he
embarked, with his younger brother Captain Nathaniel Tucker, aboard H.M.S.
Primrose, part of a convoy bound for Spain. On 22 January, during heavy snow, the
Primrose ran aground off the Lizard and was wrecked with the loss of all aboard save
for one sole survivor – a drummer boy.
With the announcement of the award of Army Gold Medals in 1810 came the decision
that medals ‘conferred upon the officers which have fallen or died since the abovenamed actions, shall, as a token of respect for their memories, be deposited with their
respective families’.
Included in the lot is an interesting manuscript note which has long been associated
with the medal (although it presumably refers to an earlier presentation), reading:
‘Presented to Lieutenant Colonel George James Bruere Tucker, Assistant Adjutant
General to the Forces [here ‘employed against Copenhagen in the Year 1807’ has been
struck out and replaced by:] ‘lately returned from Copenhagen, by Major General the
Honble. Thos. Grosvenor. October 1808’ (Grosvenor had served as a brigade commander at Copenhagen, for which service he was rewarded with promotion).
Part of a family group; see also lots449, 453, 483, 484, 490, 543 and 558. It may be
observed that a number of references, including British Battles and Medals, list the
recipient’s name erroneously as John G.P. Tucker (another brother, born in 1777).
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423
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 2 clasps Corunna, Barrosa (William Weare, 28th Foot), extremely fine and well
toned
£900-1,100
Roll confirms.

424
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 4 clasps Vittoria, St Sebastian, Orthes, Toulouse (T. Dennison, Gunner, R. Arty.),
some scuffs and rim bruises, about very fine
£1,000-1,200
Roll confirms GUNNER THOMAS DENNISON, who was wounded at San Sebastian.

425
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 5 clasps Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nive, Orthes, Toulouse (J. Taylor, R. Arty. Drivers.),
small rim bruise and sometime polished, very fine or better
£1,400-1,800
Roll confirms.

426
*Military General Service 1793-1814, 9 clasps Busaco, Fuentes d’Onor, Ciudad Rodrigo, Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees,
Nivelle, Orthes, Toulouse (Simon Barry, 74th Foot), heavily polished, scuffed and with some evidence of surface tooling, fine
to good fine
£1,500-2,000
Roll confirms. Offered with service details recording that Barry was wounded at Salamanca.

427
*Egypt Campaign Pair awarded to Paymaster Michael Jones, 1st Battalion 30th Regiment of Foot, comprising:
Military General Service 1793-1814, 1 clasp, Egypt (Michl. Jones, Paymr. 30th Foot), and
Sultan’s Gold Medal for Egypt 1801, a contemporary privately-made piece, 39mm,
first better than very fine, second lacking usual hook-and-chain suspension but with small portion of original riband attached
to ring, about very fine; together with a contemporary portrait miniature of the recipient and an early 19th Century finelyembroidered double-sided banner reading EGYPT in gold-coloured thread on blue silk, over a red ground and embellished with
laurel sprays, probably taken from a Regimental Banner, length 170mm (lot)
£4,000-6,000
M.G.S. confirmed on the Egypt Officers’ List. MICHAEL JONES later transferred to the 80th Foot and was placed on half-pay 25 August 1819.

428
*Waterloo, 1815 (Serj. Maj. Will. Hassel 2nd Batt. 69th Reg. Foot.), refixed original steel clip and small split ring suspension, a heavily worn medal with significant dents and damage but naming generally legible, fair
£800-1,200
Roll confirms SERGEANT MAJOR WM. HASSELL, Capt. Henry Cox’s Company.

429
*Waterloo, 1815 (Fred. Bahn, 3rd Line Batt. K.G.L.), refixed steel clip and split ring suspension, surface marks, fine or
better
£1,000-1,200
Roll confirms PRIVATE FREDK BAHN.
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430
*Waterloo, 1815, late issue, impressed in 1848 M.G.S. / N.G.S. style (C. Bell, 27th Regt Foot), original steel clip and contemporary nickel silver straight bar suspension, minor surface marks, virtually extremely fine
£1,000-1,500
Roll confirms PRIVATE CONWAY BELL. Ex Glendining auction, May 1992, lot 172.

431
*Waterloo, 1815 (Peter Dering 1st Reg. Light Drag. K.G.L.), original steel clip and small split ring suspension, good very
fine
£1,200-1,500
Roll confirms PRIVATE PETER DERING (Captain C. Elderhorst’s Troop No 7), who was wounded at Waterloo.

432
*Waterloo, 1815 (Ignatio Anton, 1st Reg. Hussars, K.G.L.), original steel clip with split ring suspension, minor edge and
rim bruises, very fine to good very fine
£1,200-1,500
Name not traced in surviving portion of the roll. Ex Spink auction, 27 April 2000, lot 250.

433

434

433
*Waterloo, 1815 (Corp. John Kruger, 3rd. Reg. Hussars, K.G.L.), with swivelling flat bar suspension, considerable contact wear, fine or better
£1,000-1,200
Roll confirms CORPORAL JOHN KRUGER, Captain Gaeben’s Troop.

434
*Waterloo 1815 (James Hadden, Royal Artill. Drivers.), with steel clip and old, small split ring suspension, a couple of
edge bruises and well-polished, fine
£800-1,200

435

435
*Pair: Military General Service, 1848, 4 clasps, Albuhera, Vittoria, Orthes, Toulouse (Serjt. E. Wells, 13th Lt. Dgns.) and
Waterloo, 1815 (Trp. Ser. Maj. Edw. Wells. 13th Reg. Light Dragoons), original steel clip with swivelling ring and silver wire suspension, edge bruise, otherwise good very fine (2)
£5,000-6,000
M.G.S. and Waterloo rolls both confirm TROOP SERJEANT MAJOR EDWD. WELLS.
EDWARD WELLS served in the Peninsula from February 1810 until the end of the war, being wounded at the Campo Mayor cavalry engagement in
1811. At Waterloo he assumed command of his Troop following the loss of all its officers. Lieutenant A.T. MacLean was later to record: ‘… in
the second advance made by the Brigade, when it suffered so severely, one Troop of the 13th lost all its officers Captain Gubbins, Lieutenants
Geale and Pym… ’. Wells himself was to be injured before the day was out, sustaining a broken leg. Promoted Ensign in the 2nd West India
Regiment in 1816 and to Lieutenant in 1826, Wells exchanged to the 54th Foot and became Captain in 1836. He left the Service in 1841.
Ex Dix, Noonan & Webb auction, 8 December 1994, Lot 93.

436

437

436
*Army of India 1799-1826, long hyphen, 1 clasp Poona, impressed in India (Private. Cannac Ballnac. 2nd Bn. 9th Rt.
N.I.), good very fine
£1,500-2,000
Ex Glendining auctions, July 1956 and February 1978.

437
*Army of India 1799-1826, long hyphen, 1 clasp Kirkee and Poona, impressed in India (Havildar. Tan Dooray. Native
Vtn. Btn.), suspension refixed and with traces of solder removal, about very fine
£1,200-1,500
Puddester notes that this was probably the recipient’s battalion when the medal was issued in 1851. Ex Dix, Noonan & Webb, 5 March 1996, lot 28.

438

439

441

440

442

443

444

445

438
*Army of India 1799-1826, long hyphen, 1 clasp Nagpore, an impaired medal with edge lightly skimmed or smoothed but with
£300-500
most of impressed naming visible (Turnee 21st Native Infy), several bruises and marks, about very fine
Apparently not on Madras roll; ex Wallis & Wallis auction, May 1976.

439
*Army of India 1799-1826, short hyphen, 1 clasp Corygaum, naming erased, about fine

£300-400

440
*Army of India 1799-1826, short hyphen, 1 clasp Ava, officially impressed (Captn. John R. Godfrey, 1st N.I.), some surface and edge scratches and scuffs, fine or good fine
£1,000-1,500
Roll confirms (as JOHN RAE [sic] GODFREY) and offered with service details. CAPTAIN JOHN RACE GODFREY was a Cadet, Madras Establishment in
1805, becoming Lieutenant on 23 June 1808, Captain on 14 October 1821 and Major, 15 January 1833. He retired in India in February 1836.
Purchased 1995; previously ex Buckland Dix & Wood, 5 November 1991.

441
*Army of India 1799-1826, short hyphen, 1 clasp Bhurtpoor, officially impressed (J. Nicholls, 11th Lt. Dragns.), surface
scratches, very fine
£800-1,200
Offered with service details.

442
*An Early Indian Campaign Group awarded to Lieutenant Colonel Charles Loder, 20th Hussars, late Bengal Cavalry
and 11th Light Dragoons, Four:
Army of India 1799-1826, short hyphen, 1 clasp Bhurtpoor, officially engraved in India to the British Army (Chas. Loder.
11th Lt Dns.);
Meeanee Hyderabad 1843, engraved in running script (Qr. Mr. Serjt. C. Loder 9th Regt. Bengal Light Cavalry), with
replacement scroll suspension;
Sutlej 1845-46, reverse Aliwal, without clasp, impressed (Serjt. Major C: Loder 1st Regt. L:C:); and
Punjab 1848-9, 2 clasps, Chilianwala, Goojerat, impressed (Serjt. Major C. Loder, 1st Bengal Cavy.), contact marks,
about very fine to good very fine (4)
£4,000-5,000
CHARLES WILLIAM LODER was born in September, 1809, at Meerut. In January 1825 he enlisted for service with the 11th Light Dragoons. In the
Army List of 1880, when he was still serving as Paymaster and Honorary Major in the 20th Hussars, his career is described thus: ‘Major Loder
was present with the 11th Light Dragoons at the siege and capture of Bhurtpoor in 1826 (medal with clasp). Served with the 9th Bengal
Cavalry throughout the campaign in Sind in 1843, including the battles of Meeanee and Hyderabad (medal). Served with the 1st Bengal
Cavalry in the Sutlej campaign in 1846, and was present at the battle of Aliwal (medal). Also in the Punjab Campaign of 1848-49, including
the action of Ramnugger, battles of Chillianwallah and Goojerat, and subsequent pursuit of the Sikhs and Afghans (medal with two clasps).’
Loder retired in 1881 with the honorary rank of Lieutenant Colonel and died in 1885 after 56 years’ service with the Army. Offered with copied
service details.

443
*Army of India 1799-1826, short hyphen, 2 clasps Laswarree, Capture of Deig, officially impressed (Lieut. W.P. Anderdon,
£3,000-4,000
8th N.I.), D of surname repunched over S, minor surface marks, good very fine
LIEUTENANT WILLIAM PROCTER ANDERDON (1781-1859); offered with service details. Anderdon’s surname is given as ‘Anderson’ in the Army of
India Roll and in several past auction and other listings.
Purchased from Liverpool Medals, circa 1994; previously ex Glendining, 31 May 1937, Baldwin’s, July 1949, Spink, December 1986 and June
1987 and Glendining, 16 September 1991.

444
*Army of India 1799-1826, short hyphen, 3 clasps Battle of Deig, Capture of Deig, Nepaul, officially engraved in large and
£3,000-4,000
small serif capitals (Lieut. W.R.C. Costley. 4th. N.I.), good very fine
WILLIAM ROBERT CLAYTON COSTLEY (1780-1866) was promoted General shortly before his death. Offered with considerable copied documentation and research, including an excerpt from Pemble, John, The Invasion of Nepal, in which Costley is briefly mentioned.

445
*A First Afghan War and Sutlej Pair, late claims or late issues, comprising Candahar, Ghuznee, Cabul Medal, rev.,
Cabul 1842 and Sutlej 1846, rev., Aliwal, no clasp, both similarly engraved in running script (both Lieutt. J. Morrieson. 30th
Regt. N.I.), former with small correction to surname, a few marks on both medals but very fine or better (2)
£350-450
Also entitled to Punjab Medal. Morrieson was wounded at Chilianwala.

446
446
*Afghanistan and Crimea Trio awarded to Private Henry Britton, 1st Battalion, 1st Foot, late 31st Regiment,
comprising:
Cabul 1842, engraved in capitals (*No 1044 Henry Britton. Pt. HMS 31st Regt);
Crimea 1854-56, 3 clasps Alma, Inkermann, Sebastopol, engraved in capitals (Pte. Hy. Britton 1st Bn. 1st Foot);
Army Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria type 3, engraved in capitals (No 3401 Pt. Hy. Britton. 1st Bat. Royals),
the first fitted with swivel and scroll suspension, fine, others better (3)
£700-1,000
HENRY BRITTON was born in Derby, May 1817, enlisting in the 31st Foot on 22 March 1839. As well as serving at Cabul and in the Crimea he also
served in all four actions of the Sutlej campaign [his Sutlej medal was sold through the trade in 1996]. He was granted his L.S.G.C. with a gratuity of £5 on 1 December 1858 and was discharged at his own request on 7 August 1860. Offered with copied research.

447

448

447
*First Afghan War, Candahar, Ghuznee, Cabul Medal, rev., Candahar Ghuznee Cabul 1842, engraved in serif capitals (H
Batchelor. Qr. Mr. Serjt. 38th. Lt. Infy.), original steel clip and straight bar suspension, contact marks, very fine £500-600
448
*Defence of Kelat-i-Gilzie 1842, renamed in running script (Lieut. R.A. Trotter, 43rd Regt. N.I.), later silver clip and
unofficial straight bar suspension, good very fine
£500-1,000
Lieutenant Trotter is confirmed as a member of the garrison in command of 43rd N.I.; offered with service details.

449 (d)

449 (b)

449 (a)

449 (c)

449
*Specimen Medals: A Magnificent Presentation Set of Four Specimens of Medals for the First Afghan War and
Scinde Campaign, struck in silver-gilt, without suspension, each medal with frosted finish and set in a silver-rimmed glazed
frame, comprising:
(a) Candahar, Ghuznee, Cabul 1842;
(b) Jellalabad 1842, second issue, with flying Victory on reverse;
(c) Defence of Kelat-i-Ghilzie 1842;
(d) Meanee-Hyderabad 1843,
in original double-sided display case with hinged velvet-lined pierced tray to allow viewing of both sides of the medals, virtually mint state (4)
£1,500-2,500
Provenance: Believed to have belonged to HENRY ST. GEORGE TUCKER (1771-1851), who acted as Lord Wellesley’s Military Secretary in 1799.
During a long and varied Colonial career in banking, business and government Tucker became Chairman of the East India Company twice, in
1834 and 1847. He remained on friendly terms with the Duke of Wellington, to whom a virtually identical set of specimen medals (but struck
in solid gold) is known to have been presented (this ex Apsley House Collection and J.B. Hayward; see also Sotheby’s, 2 July 1980, lot 139 and
Morton & Eden, 3 October 2003, lot 582).
Part of a family group; see also lots 422 (awarded to Henry St. George Tucker’s younger brother), 453, 483, 484, 490, 543 and 558.

452

451

450

453

454

455

456

457

450
*China 1842, no clasp, impressed (J. Hall, Conductor, Madras Ordnance.), solder marks on obverse from removal of a
brooch mount and with a nickel silver mount of correct pattern rather awkwardly refixed, otherwise relatively unworn and
about very fine
£300-400
CONDUCTOR JOHN HALL died at Secunderabad, 11th April 1859. Offered with brief research details.

451
*Scinde Campaign 1843, rev., Meeanee Hyderabad 1843, impressed for Indian Army (Davey Deen Cunpoorya 25th. Regt.
N. I.), with fixed German silver bar suspension resembling the official China 1842 style, surface scuffs, fine to good fine
£400-600
452
*Maharajpoor Star, 29th Decr. 1843 (Corpl. John Baker 1st Troop Skinners Horse), with later unofficial suspension,
good fine
£400-500
453
*Specimen Medal: Sutlej 1845-46, rev., Moodkee, 3 clasps Ferozeshuhur, Aliwal, Sobraon, in gold, of proof quality,
unnamed, surface scratch in obverse field, otherwise good extremely fine, in a fitted velvet-covered case
£2,000-3,000
Provenance: Also believed to have belonged to HENRY ST. GEORGE TUCKER (1771-1851); see footnote to lot 449. Part of a family group; see also
lots 422, 449, 483, 484, 490, 543 and 558. See also enlarged illustration on inside front cover.

454
*Sutlej 1846, reverse Sobraon, no clasp, impressed (Chas Bowes 9th Lancers), surface marks and has been cleaned, very
fine
£250-300
455
*Sutlej 1846, reverse Moodkee, 2 clasps Ferozeshuhur, Sobraon (James Keames, 9th Regt.), very fine

£250-300

There is no ‘JAMES KEAMES’ on the roll but two men both named ‘JAMES KARNES’ are listed (814 and 2131), each being entitled to a two-clasp
medal. There is also a ‘JAMES KEARNES’, entitled only to the clasp for Ferozeshuhur (where he was wounded). Offered with copied research.

456
*Punjab 1848, 1 clasp Goojerat, impressed (Lieut. S.M. Munro, 25th Bengal N.I.), marked in obverse field, otherwise
extremely fine
£300-400
SAMUEL MAILLARD MUNRO was also entitled to India General Service Medal with clasp Pegu. He died on 7th May 1854 whilst 2nd in command of
the Arracan Battalion; offered with service details.

457
*Punjab 1848, 2 clasps Chilianwala, Goojerat, naming erased, one clasp refixed and medal with surface scratches, about very
fine
£100-150

458
*A Father-and-Son Pair:
(i) Punjab 1848, 2 clasps Mooltan, Goojerat, impressed
(Field Surgn. John Doig.), suspender repaired, wellpolished in the past, fine to good fine;
(ii) Indian Mutiny 1857-58, without clasp, impressed
(Lieut. A.J. Doig, 15th Bombay. N.I.), also well polished and with an edge bruise, good fine
£700-900
ARTHUR JOHN DOIG became Lieutenant-Colonel, 1881. Offered
with service details for both recipients.

458

459

461

469

459
*India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Pegu (Lieut. J.G.R. Forlong, Sappers and Miners), good very fine

£300-400

MAJOR-GENERAL JAMES GEORGE ROCHE FORLONG (1824 – 29 March 1904) trained as an Engineer in Scotland and England before joining the
Indian Army in 1843. He served in the Burmese Campaign of 1852-53 as Assistant Field Engineer, in charge of guides and of a survey with a
large armed force responsible for escorting elephants to Pegu. He was present at the attack and investment of Prome and involved with other
skirmishes during the campaign.
After occupying a variety of posts he became Secretary and Chief Engineer to the Government of Oudh. He also published a massive and (for
some) highly controversial work on comparative religion, rites and symbolism, Rivers of Life. Offered with service details.

460
India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Northwest Frontier, impressed (760 Pte. W. Stevens 3rd Batt. Rif. Bde.), apparently mounted in the past on a vertical brooch-type swivel so that the ‘V’ of surname has had to be re-engraved, some marks, fine
or good fine
£150-200
Also entitled to Indian Mutiny medal with 1 clasp Lucknow. Offered with service details.

461
*India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Looshai, engraved in running script (Sepoy Nana Parbir 44th Regt. N.I.), cleaned
and with surface marks and scuffs, about very fine
£250-300
462
India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Burma 1887-89, engraved in running script (703 Trooper Nizam yar Khan 4th Cav’y
Hybd. Contgt.), very fine
£80-120
463
India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Hazara 1888, engraved in running script (1338 Pte. W. Buggs 1st Bn. Suff. R.), a
couple of rim bruises, otherwise extremely fine
£120-150
464
India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Samana 1891, engraved in running script (2478 SowarAmrik Singh, 5th Punjab
Cavy.), heavily scuffed and swivel slack, fine or better
£60-80
465
India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Lushai 1889-92, re-engraved in running script of a bold style (778 Sepoy Dalsur
Thapa Surma Valley Mill. Police B), good very fine
£80-120
466
India General Service 1854, in bronze, 1 clasp Burma 1885-87, engraved in running script (38 Bearer Vellore
Somnathum Transpt. Dept. Madras), very fine
£70-90
467
India General Service 1854, 1 clasp Waziristan 1894-95, engraved in running script (396 Pte. L. Stevenson 2d. Bn
Border Regt.), good fine
£120-150

471

472

473

468
India General Service 1854, 2 clasps Burma 1885-7, Burma 1887-89, engraved in running script (1641 Sowar Hardat
£100-120
Singh (2d.) 7th Bengal Cavy.), swivel slack, very fine
469
*India General Service 1854, 2 clasps Burma 1887-89, Kachin Hills 1892-93, engraved in running script (1991 Sepoy
Hurdit Singh Mandalay Mily Police Batt.), overall wear, swivel and suspension loose, generally fine
£150-200
470
India General Service 1854, 2 clasps Hazara 1888, Chin Lushai 1889-90, engraved in running script (1495 Pte. J. Brazzil
2d. Bn. R. Suss. R), with the second clasp loose on ribbon, swivel slack and with an edge knock but good very fine £150-200
Offered with service details (which do not, however, suggest a family link with lot 515).

471
*Crimea 1854, 1 clasp Sebastopol, awarded to a French recipient, engraved in italics (Mr Pires Capne au 100 Ligne), with
original ribbon, edge bruised and with contact wear, about very fine
£150-200
472
*Crimea 1854, 4 clasps Alma, Balaklava, Inkermann, Sebastopol, officially impressed (A. Roy. Gr. & Dr. 12th Btn. Rl.
Arty.), edge bruises and surface scuffed, fine or good fine
£300-400
Offered with service details.

473
*Crimea 1854, 4 clasps Alma, Balaklava, Inkermann, Sebastopol, engraved in plain capitals (Corp. H. Andrews. 17th
Lancers. 1854), edge bruised and with surface marks, very fine
£200-300
Roll confirms CORPORAL HENRY ANDREWS, born in Liverpool in 1832, as a member of the Light Brigade but not as a definite Charger on 25 October
1854 (although it may be noted that he was promoted to Corporal shortly afterwards, on 27 November). Lummis notes that he went to Scutari
on 21 June 1855 and was discharged on 12th January 1857 at the age of nearly 25 as “a good soldier” who was however “totally unfit for service”,
with a pension of 6d. per day. His trade was stated as “Gardener”.
An engraved medal was sold at a Sotheby’s auction on 25 May 1895 of a substantial collection of campaign medals ‘Brought together during the
last twenty years…’. (lot 60, part). Subsequent sale records include Debenham’s, 25 September 1903 and Glendining’s on five occasions
between 1907 and 1937. Offered with service details.

474
China 1857, 1 clasp Canton 1857, unnamed as issued, well worn and polished in the past, fine

£60-80

Ex 475
475
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, without clasp, officially renamed, engraved in running script (Mr. H.B. Goodall, Militia
Cavalry), very light marks, about extremely fine, with original inscribed card box of issue and forwarding letter for the medal
£400-600
dated 1st November 1862
HENRY BLAKE GOODALL, a member of the Agra Commissionership, served with the Agra Militia during the Mutiny.
Purchased from A.H. Baldwin & Sons, 26 June 1995.

476

477

478

476
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, without clasp, impressed (Trooper. Thos Phillips 3rd Tp. Bengal Yeo. Cavy.), very fine
£300-400
Offered with Regimental service details.

477
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, without clasp, impressed (Lieut. R.C. Birch), extremely fine and toned

£400-600

478
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, 1 clasp Lucknow, impressed (H. Kynaston 2nd Dragn. Gds.), about extremely fine

£300-400

479

480

479
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, 2 clasps Delhi, Lucknow, impressed (John Jennison, 1st Bn. 8th Regt.), cleaned and with some
marks, very fine
£400-500
480
*Indian Mutiny 1857-58, 2 clasps Defence of Lucknow, Lucknow, impressed (Wm. Thomas, 84th Regt.), cleaned, very fine
£400-600
Roll confirms (First Relief Force). Also entitled to Army Long Service & Good Conduct Medal and offered with service details.

481

482

481
*Indian Mutiny and North West Frontier Pair awarded to Private John Scott, 3rd Battalion Rifle Brigade, Indian
Mutiny, 1 clasp Lucknow (John. Scott, 3rd Bn. Rifle Bde.), India General Service, 1 clasp North West Frontier (797 Pte. J.
Scott 3rd Bn. Rif. Bde.), second with slight edge bruise, good very fine
£600-800
JOHN SCOTT served on the expedition under Brevet Colonel A.F. Macdonell against Sultan Mohammed Khan, 5 December 1863-2 January 1864.
He was discharged 21 May 1866. Offered with copied research.

482
*Canada General Service, 1 clasp Fenian Raid 1866, officially renamed (Private J. Ritchie, 17th Battalion), very fine
£150-200

483

484
486

Ex 490

483
*The C.I.E., India and Afghanistan Trio awarded to General Louis Emile Tucker, comprising:
The Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, Companion’s breast badge, type 2, in gold and enamels, without INDIA on
petals;
India General Service 1854, 2 clasps Jowaki 1877-8, Umbeyla, impressed (Lieut, L H, E Tucker Sappers & Miners);
Afghanistan 1878, 2 clasps Ali Musjid, Kabul, engraved (Capt. L.H.E. Tucker, Staff),
good very fine, C.I.E. with original riband and riband brooch, in Messrs. Garrard’s case of issue (3)
£2,000-3,000
MAJOR-GENERAL LOUIS HENRY EMILE TUCKER, C.I.E. (1843-1925) received his first commission in the Bengal Infantry in December, 1860 and was
promoted Lieutenant in the 1st Fusiliers on 17th March 1862, seeing service at Umbeyla. He served in the Police Department, Punjab from
September 1864 and was seconded on ‘special duty’ during the war in Afghanistan, 1878-79. During this time, following the Jowaki campaign,
he acted as Political Assistant to General Gough and was mentioned in despatches from both Gough and Lord Roberts.
Tucker’s career service in India of some 40 years was divided between the Army and the Police, his C.I.E. being awarded as Lieutenant-Colonel,
Bengal Army, Deputy Inspector-General of Police in the Punjab. He retired in 1899 with the rank of Major-General.
C.I.E.: London Gazette, New Year’s Honours, 1891.
Mention in Despatch from Brigadier-General C.J.S. Gough, V.C., C.B., Kabul, 26 December 1879:
‘… Captain L.H.E. Tucker, attached to me as Political Assistant, whose services in obtaining information, dealing with the people of the country,
and obtaining supplies, have been most valuable.’
An original (December 1894) printed copy of Viceroy Lord Elgin’s letter of thanks to those involved in his recent visit to the Punjab is included
in the lot, with covering letter forwarding it personally to Colonel Tucker, C.I.E. (as Inspector General of Police). Also offered with copy documents and service details.
Part of a family group; see following lot and also lots 422, 449, 453, 490, 543 and 558. Related miniatures are offered in the following lot

484
*Miniatures: A Pair of contemporary relating Dress Miniatures, as worn by Captain Louis Emile Tucker, the
I.G.S. with “unofficial” Jowaki clasp and neatly engraved (Lieut: L.H.E. Tucker.), good very fine (2)
£150-200
485
Afghanistan, 1878-80, no clasp, impressed in Great War style (1484 Pte.B. Jones 70th Foot), extremely fine

£80-120

486
*Afghanistan 1878, 2 clasps Ahmed Khel, Kandahar (2114 Pte. M. Leary. 2/60th Foot), surface knocks and marks, very
fine
£300-400
487
Egypt 1882, with undated reverse, 1 clasp Suakin 1885 (357. Pte. A. Waters. 2 R. Surr. Regt.), star wear, fine

£70-100

488
Egypt 1882, reverse dated 1882, 1 clasp Tel-El-Kebir, engraved in small, neat running script ([…]a Sing 2d Bengal Cavy.),
star wear, fine to very fine
£50-70
489
Egypt Pair awarded to Private C. Batteridge, 2nd Battalion Grenadier Guards, Egypt 1882-89, 1 clasp Tel-el-Kebir
(2900 Pte. C. Batteridge. 2 Grenr.Gds), Khedive’s Star 1882, reverse engraved (C. N. 2B GG 2900), first with star wear,
almost very fine (2)
£180-220
490
*An India and Great War Casualty Group awarded to Major T.H. St. G.
Tucker, Five:
India General Service 1895, 2 clasps Punjab frontier 1897-98, Tirah 1897-98, engraved
in running script (2d. Lieut. T.H. St. G. Tucker, 1st Bn. Ryl. W. Surr. Regt.);
1914-15 Star (Maj. St. G. Tucker. Pol. Dept.);
British War and Victory Medals (Maj. T.H. St. G. Tucker. Pol. Dept.); and
Memorial Plaque (Tudor Henry St. George Tucker),
first with typical wear, very fine to extremely fine; together with a good (but
unnamed) dress miniature of the I.G.S. (6)
£800-1,200
TUDOR HENRY ST. GEORGE TUCKER, after graduating as a Queen’s India Cadet at Sandhurst in
August, 1897, served as a Second Lieutenant in the Tirah Campaign before becoming attached to
the Indian Political Service in 1901 (initially in the civil administration).
He died of typhoid in Dera Ismail Khan on 19 August 1917 when attached to the 21st Punjabis and
is commemorated on the Delhi Memorial (India Gate). Offered with copied research and part of
a family group; see also lots 422, 49, 453, 483, 484, 543 and 558.

494

498

503

491
An India, Boer War and Great War Group awarded to Pte. W. Beddington, Royal Sussex Regiment and Army
Service Corps, Five: India General Service 1895, 2 clasps Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Tirah 1897-98 (4407 Pte. W.
Beddington 2d Bn. Ryl. Suss. Regt.); Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 4 clasps Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal,
South Africa 1902 (4407 L.-Corpl. W. Beddington. Rl. Sussex Regt.); 1914 Star, British War and Victory medals (M1-7350 Cpl. W.
Beddington. A.S.C.), a few marks, good very fine to extremely fine (5)
£250-300
492
India General Service 1895 (2), 2 clasps Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Malakand 1897 (1305 Sowar Gopal Singh 13th Bl.
Lcrs.), very fine and 3 clasps Relief of Chitral, Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Malakand 1897 (3576 Sepoy Khushhal Q.O. Corps
o Guides Inf.), swivel slack, very fine (2)
£150-200
493
India General Service 1895 (2), each with 3 clasps Punjab Frontier 1897-98, Samana 1897, Tirah 1897-98 (1573 Sowar
Jhanda Singh 6th Bl. Cav’y / 1966 Sapper Driver Firoz Khan Cy. Bo. S. & M.), first very fine, second bruised or damaged and partially renamed, fine to very fine; together with a single-clasp medal in bronze, 1 clasp Punjab Frontier 1897-98 (28
Cook Pakhu (?) Q.O. Corps of Guides Ify.), some scuffs, good fine (3)
£140-180
494
*Queen’s Sudan 1896 (1103 Pte. H. Moon 2/R Bde.), good very fine

£250-350

495
Queen’s Sudan 1896-98, engraved (5382 Pte. C. McDonald. 1/Sea: Hrs:), well-worn and with contact marks, suspension loose and re-pinned with copper wire, about fine
£150-200
496
Khedive’s Sudan 1896-1908, 2 clasps The Atbara, Khartoum, engraved (1983. Gunner. C. Baker. 16. Coy. E.D. RA),
good very fine
£150-200
497
Copies: British North Borneo Company’s Medal 1888-1916 (2), one with 1 clasp Punitive Expeditions, the other with 1
clasp Rundum, both stamped “COPY” on edge, extremely fine; Queen’s South Africa 1899, 4 clasps Tugela Heights, Orange
Free State, Relief of Ladysmith, Laing’s Nek, renamed (6056 Pte. J. Campbell. York & Lancs: Regt.), well worn and scuffed,
fine; and a cast copy in bronze of the Jummoo and Kashmir Medal 1895, with clasp Chitral 1895, about fine (4) £100-150
498
*Pair: Cape of Good Hope General Service 1880-97, 1 clasp Bechuanaland, engraved serif capitals (Pte. H. Fairlamb
P.A.V.G.) and Queen’s South Africa 1899, no clasp (261 Serjt. H. Fairlamb. P. Elizbth. T. G.), good very fine (2)
£200-250

499
Queen’s South Africa 1899-1902, 3 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State, Transvaal (7429 Pte. G. Clark, Royal Scots),
very fine
£60-80
500
Queen’s South Africa 1899, 5 clasps Relief of Kimberley, Paardeberg, Johannesburg, Diamond Hill, Wittebergen (2971 Cpl.
£150-180
C. George 10th Hussars), rivet replaced and some scuffs, very fine
501
Queen’s South Africa 1899, 5 clasps Relief of Kimberley, Paardeberg, Driefonten, Transvaal, Wittebergen, engraved (22665
Sapr. J Hill R.E.), small correction to rank, extremely fine
£120-150
502
Queen’s South Africa 1899, 6 clasps Tugela Heights, Orange Free State, Relief of Ladysmith, Transvaal, Laing’s Nek, South
Africa 1901 (5821 Pte J Farrington. R. Lanc: Regt.), edge bruises, cleaned and with a few marks, very fine to good very
fine
£150-200
503
*China 1900, no clasp, engraved in italics (Lieut. D.N. Anderson. I.M.S.), extremely fine, toned

£180-220

504
China 1900, no clasp, impressed (E. Browne, Pte. R.M. H.M.S. Terrible), has been lacquered, good very fine [20 no clasp
medals to the ship]
£150-200
505
Africa General Service 1902, 2 clasps Nandi 1905-6, Somaliland 1908-10 (230 Pte Chisusi 1/KAR), fine to very fine
£140-160
506
Africa General Service Medal 1902, 1 clasp Kenya (22526975 Fus. J. Carr. R. IR. F.), a few marks, very fine £60-80
507
Natal Rebellion 1906, 1 clasp 1906 (Pte. P.D. Laland, Durban Light Infantry.), surface knocks on obverse, otherwise
good fine
£120-150
508
India General Service 1908 (2), both Edward VII issue with 1 clasp North West Frontier 1908, in bronze (Bearer Chulooh
£80 120
Khan 40th Pathans) and in silver (2376 Sepoy Harnam Singh 57th Rifles F.F.), very fine (2)
509
India General Service 1908 (2), George V type 1, both with 1 clasp Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919, impressed (D-33683 Pte. R.
Harris. 1 K D Gds. / 254722 A. Sgt. E.G. Evans, R.E.), first good fine, second with minor official correction, extremely
fine (2)
£80-120
510
India General Service 1908 (3), all with 1 clasp Afghanistan NWF 1919, impressed (61 Sowar Kala Singh. Gds. Cavy. /
2870 Sowar Dalip Singh, 30 Lcrs. / Risldr Sarab Singh, 21 Cavy), fine to very fine (3)
£100-150
511
India General Service 1908 (2), both with 3 clasps Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919, Waziristan 1919-21, Waziristan 1921-24 (1483
L. DFDR. Kartar Singh, 42. Cavy / 2056 DFDR Gurdit Singh, 16 Cav’y), very fine (2)
£80-120
512
India General Service 1908, George V type 2, 1 clasp North West Frontier 1930-31, impressed (545817 Tpr L.O. Easton
15-19 H), Royal Mint striking, very fine; another, 1 clasp North West Frontier 1935, impressed (MT-502850 Sepoy Karam
Dad R.I.A.S.C. (MT), Calcutta striking, very fine (2)
£80-120
513
India General Service 1908, 1 clasp Mohmand 1933 (Engineer J.M. Fetters M.E.S.), extremely fine

£80-100

514

514
*A C.B.E. and H.M.S. Jupiter Group awarded to Captain Norman Kempe Jolley, Royal Marines, Nine:
Order of the British Empire, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels;
1914-15 Star (2nd Lieut. N.K. Jolley, R.M. R.M. Brigade);
British War and Victory Medals (Capt. N.K. Jolley R.M.L.I);
Defence and 1939-45 War Medals, unnamed as issued;
1935 Jubilee and 1937 Coronation Medals;
Russia, Order of St Stanislaus, Civil Division, Third Class breast badge, in gold and enamels, by Eduard,
good very fine (9)
£2,000-2,500
O.B.E.: London Gazette, 23 June 1936.
C.B.E.: London Gazette, 31 December 1943.
Order of St. Stanislaus: London Gazette, 19 November 1915:
“The KING has been pleased to give and grant unto the undermentioned Officers of H.M.S. “Jupiter” His Majesty’s Royal licence and authority to wear Decorations (as stated against their respective names) which have been conferred upon them by His Majesty the Emperor of RUSSIA in recognition of valuable services rendered by them:
Order of St. Stanislas, 3rd Class: Acting Lieutenant Norman Kempe Jolley, Royal Marines”.
NORMAN KEMPE JOLLEY was born in 1894 and entered the Royal Naval College, Greenwich on 1 October 1912 as a probationary Second Lieutenant.
By September 1914 he was a Lieutenant serving as Signal Wireless and Intelligence Officer aboard H.M.S. Jupiter during her voyage to
Archangel, on detached service in the White Sea from 4 February to 19 May 1915. Jolley’s subsequent service included Naval Intelligence and
liaison with Washington during the Second World War. He retired, as Major-General at the end of the War and died in 1951.
Offered with full service details, copied research and a portrait photograph.

515
Great War Casualty Pairs (2), each comprising British War and Victory Medals (3743 Pte. J.H. Brazil R. Sussex R. /
49930 Pte. J.J. Pain. The Queen’s R.), good very fine; together with single 1914-15 Stars awarded to Casualties (221527 Pte. H. Lober, Bord. R. / 56175 Cpl. F.W. Foss, R.E.), the former good very fine, latter worn and apparently excavated (6)
£150-200
PRIVATE JOHN HENRY BRAZIL, 5th Battalion, Royal Sussex Battalion, died on 14 November 1916 at the age of 19 and was buried in the British
Cemetery, Martinpuich. PRIVATE J.J. PAIN, attached to the Labour Corps, died on 25 April 1918 and was buried in Lijssenthoek Cemetery.
PRIVATE H. LOBER and CORPORAL F.W. FOSS and died on 14 September 1915 and 1 November 1915 respectively.

516
Great War Casualty Trio comprising 1914-15 Star, British War and Victory Medals (22184 Pte. G.H. Wasey Yorks L.I.),
extremely fine (3)
£400-500
PRIVATE G.H. WASEY, 9th Battalion Yorkshire Light Infantry, was killed in action on the first day of the Battle of the Somme, 1 July 1916. Offered
with research and photocopied records.

517
Great War Canadian Casualty British War and Victory Medal Pair (160189 L. Cpl. O.E. Johnson 54 Can. Inf.) together with Canadian Memorial Cross (160189 L/Cpl O.E. Johnson), extremely fine (3)
£120-150
LANCE CORPORAL OSWALD EDWIN JOHNSON was killed in action in France on 21 February 1917. Offered with copied research and records.

518
A 1914 Star Trio comprising 1914 Star (8798 Pte. F. Bale 2/Devon Regt.), British War and Victory medals (8798 Cpl. F.
Bale Devon R); with single Great War Medals (7), comprising 1914 Star, erased and privately engraved G. Botting 1914-1918,
1914-15 Star (2363 Pte. J. Faulding. W. York: R.), British War Medal (28895 Dvr. J.P. Humphries R.A), Mercantile
Marine (Josephefus T. Mayers [born in Demerara, 1897]) and Victory (3- Capt. C.D. Holdsworth / 15194 Pte. J.
Furlong, A.S.C. [this worn] / C-7235 Pte. J. Smith. K.R. Rif. C.), very fine and better; together with WW2 Stars (12), 193945 (2), Atlantic (1), Africa (2), Pacific (1), Burma (1), Italy (2), France and Germany (3) and also Defence and War Medals, very
fine to extremely fine (24)
£150-250
519
Great War: British War and Victory Medal Pairs (2-4901 Pte. J. Doyle Ches. R. / 10331 Pte. J. Seel Ches. R.); 1914-15
Stars (4-ES.1068 D.C. Cochrane. Engn. R.N.R. / No. 1943 L-Nk. Ali Gouhar 33/Mule Corps. / S-16368. Pte. R.
Park, Cam’n Highrs. / 2916 Pte. W. Swan. W. York. R.); British War Medal (58431 Pte. W. E. Leyshon R.W.F.);
Mercantile Marine War Medal (Charles Wellbelove); Victory Medals (5-3127 Pte. J. Baker R. War. R / 7882 Pte. F.
Brown. Yorks. L.I. / 1684 Pte. Ditta Khan, 130 Baluchis / 2024 Sepoy Mohd Khan, 1-22 Pjbis / 32756 Pte. G.T.
£150-200
Young Yorks. L.I.), Bilingual Victory (Pte. J. Kester. 1st C.C.), mostly very fine (16)

520
520
*Great War and Vimy Pilgrimage Group of Four, awarded to James Kenneth Victor Dible, British Consular
Service, late Army Pay Corps and Royal Warwickshire Regiment, British War and Victory Medals (Captain J.K.V.
Dible), Coronation 1937, Canadian Legion’s Medal for the Vimy Pilgrimage 1936, by J.R. Gaunt, in bronze-gilt, unnamed, first
three mounted for wearing, generally extremely fine, last very rare, with related medal bar (4)
£800-1,000
JAMES KENNETH VICTOR DIBLE was born in 1890 and was educated at Haileybury College. He entered Sandhurst in 1908 and was commissioned
into the Royal Warwickshire Regiment the following year. He served in India from October 1910-September 1912, and on 25 June 1914 he was
seconded to the Army Pay Department in Chatham. He was promoted to Captain and permanently appointed to the Pay Department at the end
of 1914. He retired from the Army 26 September 1919 with the rank of Paymaster.
He joined the Consular Service in October 1919 and from 1919-30 served in various Consular rôles in Algiers, Strasbourg and Peru. In January
1930 he was appointed Consul for the Department of the Nord, Pas-de-Calais and the Somme, a post which he held until late 1936, and it was
in this capacity that he was present at the unveiling of the Vimy Memorial on 26 July 1936. From 1936-40 he served in Portugal, the Netherlands
and France; from 1940-41 he was seconded to the Home Office; 1942-44 Board of Trade; and from 1944-45 he was attached to Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force with the rank of Major General. In December 1945 he was appointed Consul General to the Republic
of Chile and was promoted to the Sixth Grade of the Foreign Office in June the following year. He retired in 1950 and died in December, 1976.
The Vimy Pilgrimage Medal was produced by Gaunt of Birmingham for the Canadian Legion. Five examples in gold were presented to King
Edward VIII, the Canadian Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie-King, President Lebrun of France, King Leopold III of Belgium, and Walter
Allward, designer of the Memorial. The great majority of medals were in silver and, especially, bronze with a small number in bronze-gilt (as
here) were prepared for selected dignitaries.
Offered with copied biographical details and a photograph of the recipient.

521
Great War and Second World War Group of Seven awarded to Corporal W.J. Smith, Royal Army Ordnance
Corps, late Army Service Corps: British War and Victory Medals (T4-185631 Dvr. W.J. Smith. A.S.C.), 1939-45 & Africa
Stars, Defence and War Medals, Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, George V type 3 (566380 Cpl. W.J. Smith.
R.A.O.C.), mounted for wearing, first two fine, others very fine or better; and General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp
Cyprus (23351465 Pte. P. L. Montague. MX.), edge bruise, good very fine (8)
£80-120
522
India General Service 1936 (5): 1 clasp North West Frontier 1936-37 (2- 1871 Sowar Nidhan Singh. Scinde Horse. /
3733 Sowar Amar Singh, Probyn’s Horse.), second with alteration to number, very fine; 1 clasp North West Frontier 193739 (2- 29W-Carr. Beli Ram, Skinner’s Horse / 4019 Sowar Jai Kishan, Skinner’s Horse), very fine or better; and 2
clasps North West Frontier 1936-37, North West Frontier 1937-39, (309 Cook Kanhiya 2-8 Punjab R.), good very fine (5)
£150-200

523
General Service Medal 1918-62, 1 clasp Iraq (Hvldr. Fateh Alam. 2-125 Rifles); India General Service 1908, 1 clasp
North West Frontier 1935 (33 Swpr. Kharku. 4-16 Punjab R.); India General Service 1936, 1 clasp, North West Frontier
1937-39 (3851 Rfn. Ganga Bahadur Thapa , 1-5 R.G.R), last with scratches on obverse, good fine or better (3) £80-100
524
General Service Medal 1918-62 (3), 1 clasp, S.E.Asia 1945-46 (1138524 Gnr. G. H. Watkins R.A.); 1 clasp, Palestine
1945-48 (14873010 Cpl. C.M. Robson. R. Sigs.); 1 clasp, Malaya, Elizabeth II type 1 (4138328 L.A.C. D. Amison.
R.A.F.), good very fine or slightly better (3)
£120-150
525
Korea 1950-53, first obverse (22524963 Tpr. E.L. Downing. 5 D.G.), good very fine

£120-150

526
A Korean War Pair, comprising: Korea 1950-53, first obverse (22225753 Pte. R. Goodbrand, R.A.O.C.) and U.N.
Korea, unnamed as issued, very fine (2)
£80-120
526A
Post-War Pair (21147430 Rfn. Premlal Rai 2/7 GR.), General Service Medal 1918-62, Elizabeth II type 2, 1 clasp Malaya
and Campaign Service Medal 1962, 1 clasp, Borneo, second with gouge behind bust, very fine; with singles (2), comprising
G.S.M. 1918-62, Elizabeth II type 2, 1 clasp Malaya (21148376 Rfn. Singbir Gurung. 6 G.R.) and C.S.M., 2 clasps Borneo,
Malay Peninsula (21154858 Rfn. Yambahadur Pun 2/2 GR), second with file mark on edge, very fine (4)
£100-150
527
Naval General Service 1915-62, Elizabeth II type 2, 2 clasps Cyprus, Near East (R.M. 14094 G.V. Kingdon. Mne. R.M.),
cleaned, good very fine
£70-90
528
Campaign Service Medal 1962, 3 clasps Borneo, Malay Peninsula, South Arabia (23863997 Pte. A. Holmes. A. & SH.),
good extremely fine
£100-150

529
529
*South Atlantic 1982, with rosette (Ck. B. Easton D144844F HMS Glamorgan), good extremely fine

£2,000-3,000

COOK BRIAN EASTON was one of fourteen crewmembers to be killed when H.M.S. Glamorgan was hit by an Exocet missile on 12 June 1982, having seen much action since the very start of the Falklands campaign when she acted as Admiral Sandy Woodward’s flagship during the initial
journey south from Gibraltar.
Offered with photocopies of contemporary newspaper articles relating to the attack on Glamorgan and other copied research.

537

536

530

539

538

540

541

MERITORIOUS AND LONG SERVICE MEDALS
530
*Naval Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, narrow suspension, engraved (Hy. Stares, Boatsns. Mte. H.M. Yt.
Victoria and Albert), a few contact marks, very fine to good very fine
£180-220
531
Naval Long Service and Good Conduct, Victoria, narrow suspension, engraved (Thoms. Rabbitt, Sergt. R.M. H.M.S.
Cambridge), very fine
£120-150
532
Naval Long Service and Good Conduct (3), Edward VII issue (2- E.G. Algate. Lg. Sto. 1Cl. H.M.S. Vivid / 340731 E.H.
Voyle, Carp. Mate, H.M.S. Trafalgar.) and George V issue of c. 1920-30 with non-swivelling suspension (M 22618 V.C. A.
Harper. E.R.A. 2, H.M.S. Victory), generally very fine (3)
£120-150
533
Army Long Service & Good Conduct Medal, Victoria type 2 (Gunner & Driver G. Harris. Rl. Arty), good very fine
£120-150
534
Volunteer Officer’s Decoration, Victoria, hallmarked 1892; Volunteer Long Service Medal, Victoria (3288 Corp. R.
Maunder. Devon: & Somerset R.E.V.); Efficiency Medal, George Vi type 1 (2054246 Sjt. W. Bridge. R.A.); Royal Naval
Reserve Long Service and Good Conduct, Edward VII (T.326 G.R. Piggott, Sean. R.N.R.), very fine or better (4) £180-220
535
Volunteer Long Service and Good Conduct (2), Victoria, unnamed, Edward VII (2- 5736 Pte T. Leslie. 4/VB Gordon
Hdrs / 2399 Serjt. G. Beck. 1st V.B. W. York Regt.), last with edge knocks, fine, others good very fine (3)
£80-100
536
*Indian Army Meritorious Service 1848, rev., arms of the H.E.I.C. (Sergt Major J. Torpay, late 4th N.I. 10th July
1862), surface knocks and scuffs, very fine
£300-400
Also entitled to Punjab Medal (without clasp). Offered with Service and Pension details.

537
*Indian Army Long Service & Good Conduct for Europeans 1848, an unissued specimen, obv., arms of the H.E.I.C.,
reverse centre unnamed, edge engraved SPECIMEN, minor marks, about extremely fine and toned
£200-300
538
*Indian Army Long Service & Good Conduct for Europeans 1848, obv., arms of the H.E.I.C., reverse centre engraved
(Staff Sergeant Harris), fine
£250-350
539
*Colonial Meritorious Service 1895, New South Wales Issue, Victoria, an unnamed specimen, edge impressed SPECIMEN,
good extremely fine and toned, rare
£300-400
540
*Colonial Long Service & Good Conduct 1895, New South Wales Issue, Edward VII, an unnamed specimen, edge
impressed SPECIMEN, good extremely fine and toned, rare
£200-300
541
*Empress of India Medal 1877, in silver, obverse scuffed, very fine, reverse better, with original full length neck riband
£350-450

542
A Family Group:
(i) Inspector William Burnham, T Division, late G Division, Metropolitan Police, , Pair, Police Jubilee 1887, with
1897 clasp (Inspr. W. Burnham, G. Divn.), Police Coronation 1902 (Insp. W. Burnham T. Division), first with contemporary gilding;
(ii) Inspector William Burnham, F. Division, Metropolitan Police, Trio, Police Jubilee 1897 (P.C. W. Burnham. F.
Divn.), Police Coronation 1902 (P.S. W. Burnham. F. Div.), with related named miniature; Coronation 1911 (Insp. W.
Burnham);
(iii) Gunner W.C. Burnham, Honourable Artillery Company Artillery, Four: British War and Victory Medals (625598
Gnr. W.C. Burnham H.A.C. -Art.-), Coronation 1937, Defence Medal;
together with a small silver Royal Mint Coronation commemorative, with original envelope inscribed in ink “From C.G. to W.B.
19.9.03”, good very fine or better (11)
£400-600
INSPECTOR WILLIAM BURNHAM SENIOR (warrant number 49393) joined the Metropolitan Police 28 December 1868. In October 1888 he was in charge
of the Metropolitan Police Officers who escorted the funeral cortège of Catherine Eddowes, a victim of ‘Jack the Ripper’, once it had left the City of
London at Old Street. He was pensioned in 1891, re-joining (with warrant number 82296) as a pensioner for the 1897 Jubilee, and again re-joined
(warrant number 1719) for the 1902 Coronation, by which time he had presumably moved, thus falling into a different Police Division.
INSPECTOR WILLIAM BURNHAM JUNIOR (warrant number 771280) joined the Force as a Police Constable in F Division on 23 November 1891 By
1911 he was an Inspector and retired on 29 December 1919 as a Divisional Inspector in G Division. He was involved in several Old Bailey forgery
cases prior to the Great War.

OTHER MEDALS AND MINIATURES

543

543

543
*Haileybury Anglo-Indian College, gold prize medals (2), by Thomas Wyon, unnamed, for Mathematics and for History &
Political Economy, both 37.2mm, 32.1g and 31.7g respectively, with matt finish, light traces of handling but extremely fine, in
red morocco cases as issued (2)
£1,400-1,600
Attributed to ROBERT TUDOR TUCKER (1817-1857), who attended the East India College between 1833 and 1835. Research provided by the College
Archivist (included in the lot) records that Robert Tucker won medals for Classics and Sanskrit in addition to the two awards offered here.
Later to be described as the “Glory of the Bengal Civil Service”, Tucker became Civil and Session Judge at Futtehpore where, on 9 June 1857,
he made a gallant single-handed defence against the Mutineers, killing sixteen and wounding others before himself being overpowered and killed
(see Forbes-Mitchell, William, Reminiscences of the Great Mutiny 1857-59 for further details).
Tucker’s Indian Mutiny Medal was sold by Dix, Noonan & Webb, 25 March 2013, lot 120.
Offered with further research and part of a family group; see also lots 442, 449, 453, 483, 484, 490 and 558.

545

544

546

547

544
*Sweetheart’s Brooch: 19th Lancers, unsigned, probably Great War period, in platinum, rose diamonds, rubies and sapphires, 32 x 26.5mm, extremely fine
£400-600
Offered with a design by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Co. (marked “This one to be made”) and a Cartier case.

545
*Dress Miniature: A Miniature Order in the form of a Maltese Cross, possibly representing the Hanoverian Order of
St. George, with central square-cut diamond and four facetted sapphires as the limbs of the cross, in cagework gold mount with
Austrian import mark 1891-1901 on suspension ring (and also marked on carrier), width 15.7mm, extremely fine and of superb
quality
£400-600
546
*Dress Miniatures: A Group of Seven attributed to Brig. Gen. A.R. Wainwright, R.A., comprising Order of St Michael and
St George (in gold), D.S.O., George V (in gold), Q.S.A. with 2 clasps Cape Colony, Paardeberg, 1914 Star and Bar trio and Croix
de Guerre with M.i.D., mounted for wearing, good very fine (7)
£120-150
Offered with service details.

547
*Dress Miniatures: A Group of Ten attributed to Lt. Col. K.D.B. Murray (or Murrey?), Indian Army, comprising Order of
the Bath (Military), D.S.O., George V, Q.S.A. with 2 clasps Orange Free State, SA 1902, 1914 Star and Bar trio, G.S.M with 1 clasp
Kurdistan, 1935 Jubilee, 1937 Coronation, mounted for wearing, good very fine (10)
£80-120

554

555

557

556

548
Dress Miniatures, Group of Eight: C.B. Military, O.B.E., 1914-15 Star, British War and Victory Medals, Defence and War
Medals, Iraq Active Service Medal; Pairs (2), War Medal, Mercantile Marine War Medal; Defence Medal, Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve Decoration Elizabeth II; silver Kaisar-i-Hind; World miniatures (4), AUSTRIA, Red Cross Medal Bronze Medal, FRANCE,
WW1 Commemorative, GERMANY, BAVARIA, Order of Military Merit, Fourth class with Swords, SWEDEN, Order of Vase, Silver
Cross; together with TURKEY, full-sized Liyakat Medal AH 1308, very fine or better (17)
£100-150
549
Miscellaneous: Scottish Volunteer Review 1881, silver medal, by D.O. Smith, bust of Queen Victoria left, rev., standing
Volunteer, 29mm, in case by ‘P. Westren, Edinburgh’, extremely fine; Liverpool Scottish brooch, in silver and blue enamel,
very fine; small gold military badges (2), of 4th (Queen’s Own) Hussars, an openwork badge with IV in centre, regimental title around, 30.7 x 19.3mm and Royal Artillery, in the form of a flaming grenade, 20 x 9.6mm, this with suspension loop
broken, very fine; and Masonic, Oriental Chapter No 687 (Istanbul), member’s badge by Spencer, hallmarked
Birmingham 1929, in silver-gilt and enamels, extremely fine (lot)
£80-120
550
Miscellaneous: Crimean War, white metal medals commemorating the Holy Alliance, 1854, 44mm (B.H.M. 2536; Eimer
1489), extremely fine and Treaty of Paris, 39mm (B.H.M. 2582), pierced for suspension; an impaired Khedive’s Star 1882,
reverse stamped “J.H 100”; Mercantile Marine 1914-1918 (Arthur T. Page); Africa Service Medal 1939-45 (M2674 P.
Stuurman); South Africa, U.V.M. U.D.F. silver medal, obv., kneeling figure with shotgun, engraved (F.J. Roos 1928), 28mm,
extremely fine; Australia Service Medal 1939-45 (NX4316 K.T. Brown); with World War Two Stars (6), comprising Atlantic,
Africa with 8th Army clasp, Pacific, Burma, Italy and France and Germany, and Defence Medal, all unnamed as issued, very fine
and better (14)
£150-200
551
Miscellaneous: World War Two Stars (12), comprising 1939-45 (2), Atlantic (1), Africa (2), Pacific (1), Burma (1), Italy (2) and
France and Germany (3), and Defence and War Medals, all unnamed as issued, mostly extremely fine; and various items including: City of London Belgian Visitors Reception Committee enamelled badge, 1911; Belgian Victory Medal; Italian bronze War
Medal 1915-18; Iceland medallic 5 kronur 930-1930, in box of issue; unofficial base metal British medals for 1902 Coronation and
Great War commemoration, RFC cap badge and Wings and further badges (2), very fine and better (lot)
£150-250
552
Medal Ribbons (19), mostly old silk and all approximately 6 inches in length; comprising Army of India, First Afghan War,
Sutlej, South Africa 1853, Baltic, Turkish Crimea, India General Service 1854, Abyssinia, South Africa 1877, Egypt, North West
Canada, British South Africa Company, Central Africa, Ashanti Star, East and Central Africa, King’s South Africa, Kimberly Star,
Ashanti 1900, Tibet, Khedive’s Sudan 1910, and a nylon Punjab, all in good condition with full original colour (19) £50-100
553
Cabinet: An inlaid walnut-veneered collector’s cabinet (19 ins. wide x 16 ins. deep x 31 ins. high), containing 9 drawers of graduated depth 1¾ ins. to 3 ins. approx., with brass pulls; converted and with added lift-out trays designed to accommodate a medal
collection, good usable condition
£150-250

BRITISH ORDERS
554
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Military Division, Companion’s neck badge in 22 ct. gold and enamels, by
TDHD, 1815, on a good later gold swivelling suspension bar with locking ring, and with gold riband brooch, width of badge
44.3mm, light overall wear, good very fine
£1,500-2,000
555
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Military Division, Companion’s neck badge in 18 ct. gold and enamels, by A.J.
Strachan, London, 1828, with wide (55.8mm) gold swivelling suspension bar with locking ring, and with gold riband brooch, width
of badge 48mm, upper arm of badge slightly strained causing minor enamel loss, otherwise good very fine
£1,000-1,500
One of the first so-called “economy” fifteen-guinea badges ordered by the Duke of Clarence in 1827. The gold used was recycled from some of
the Collars returned by the families of deceased Grand Cross Knights, thus achieving a saving (which proved, in the event, to be only temporary
as further insignia were required following the wars in Afghanistan and China in the early 1840s).

556
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Military Division, Companion’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamels, apparently unmarked, centre loose and reverse of wreath chipped, very fine
£400-500
557
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division, Grand Cross set of insignia by Garrard and Co., comprising sash
badge, in silver-gilt, hallmarked London 1926, and breast star, in silver with gilt and enamelled centre and gold brooch pin,
extremely fine, with sash
£2,000-2,500

558
(see footnote)

559

560

558
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division, a well-documented if curious Companion’s neck badge awarded
to Henry Carre Tucker in 1860 although the badge itself is in fact an old, hollow copy of the 18ct. gold original [see below],
however retaining the original gold suspension, riband and gold riband buckle, in original Garrard’s case, the badge offered as
an old copy but fitments all original, good extremely fine; together with the original manuscript letter dated 29th May 1860 inviting Tucker to the Investiture Ceremony at Buckingham Palace on 11th June, this signed by Albert Woods as Lancaster Herald and
Registrar Secretary
£600-800
Despite persisent ill-health HENRY CARRE TUCKER (1813-1875) led a distinguished life and career - in India and, latterly, in London - as an administrator, author, painter and missionary. The lot also includes a 16-page 8vo. obituary notice (an offprint from The Church Missionary
Intelligencer and Record), which provides detailed information and commentary and refers also to Tucker’s charitable work and initiatives.
Whilst the point cannot be proved it seems plausible, and consistent with the recipient’s character, that he himself arranged for his badge to be
copied, thus releasing a worthwhile amount of gold for fundraising.
Part of a family group; see also lots 422, 449, 453, 483, 484, 490 and 543.

559
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division, Companion’s breast badge, by Garrard & Co., hallmarked
London 1898, with gilt ribbon buckle, almost extremely fine
£400-500
560
*The Most Honourable Order of the Bath, Civil Division, Companion’s neck badge, by Garrard & Co., hallmarked
London 1944, in silver-gilt, in case of issue, extremely fine
£400-500
561
*The Most Exalted Order of the Star of India, Companion’s neck badge, in gold and enamel, with central cameo, good very
fine
£2,500-3000
562
Case: The Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, an original case by Garrard for a first type Companion’s breast
badge (i.e. type with INDIA in petals), lid scuffed in places, very fine
£100-150

561

563

565

564

566

563
*The Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, Companion’s neck badge, type 3, in gold and enamels, extremely fine
£700-900
564
*The Order of British India, Second Class badge, type 1, in gold and blue enamel, extremely fine

£700-900

565
*The Royal Victorian Order, Honorary Fourth class breast badge (M.V.O.), by Collingwood, reverse numbered 613, in silvergilt and enamels, in case of issue, extremely fine
£250-300
566
*The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Military Division, Commander’s neck badge, by Collingwood, type
2, in silver-gilt and enamels, in case of issue, extremely fine
£250-300

571

571

571

570

569
572

573

574

575

567
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Military Division, Member’s badge, type 1, in silver, in later Royal
Mint case, extremely fine; with Royal Mint cases of issue for a Baronet’s Badge and a Knight’s Bachelor Badge (type 3), first lightly scuffed, second as issued; together with an India General Service Medal 1854, 1 clasp, Umbeyla, erased and mounted as a
menu holder (lot)
£120-150
568
The Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, type 2, Civil Division, Commander’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and
enamels, in case of issue including ‘instructions for wearing’ document, virtually as issued
£200-250
569
*Medal of the Order Of the British Empire, Military, unnamed as issued, extremely fine

£250-300

570
*British Empire Medal, Military, Elizabeth II (546636 Leonard F. Standing. R.A.F.), extremely fine

£200-250

London Gazette: New Year’s Honours, 1960.

571
A Baronet’s Badge Pair awarded to Sir Edwin Andrew Cornwall, Baronet Cornwall of Holcombe Burnell, comprising (i) Baronet’s Badge of the United Kingdom, by R.J., hallmarked London 1895, engraved (Cornwall of Holcombe Burnell
1918) and (ii) France, silver medal of the Conseil Principal de Paris, 1904-08, die-struck naming (Sir Edwin Cornwall
Chairman of the London County Council), both in cases of issue, extremely fine (2)
£1,000-1,200
SIR EDWARD ANDREW CORNWALL was born in Lapford, Devon in 1863. In 1876 he became a clerk in a coal merchant’s business in Hammersmith,
rising to become manager of its Kensington branch in 1880 and in due course opened his own business.
In 1900 he became the first Mayor of the new Metropolitan Borough of Fulham and was elected to the London County Council, sitting for the
Progressive Party. In 1904 he was elected Chairman of the L.C.C. before winning a Parliamentary seat in the 1906 General Election as the Liberal
member for Bethnal Green North East. Also in 1906 he was appointed Deputy Lieutenant of the County of London.
Cornwall was Vice-Chairman of the County of London Territorial Force Association from 1908 to 1914 and a member of the Port of London
Authority. From December 1916 to February 1919 he served as Minister of National Health Insurance and Comptroller of the Household and
between 1918 and 1922 he was Deputy Chairman of Ways and Means Committee. He was also Deputy Speaker of the House of Commons.
Knighted in 1905 and created Baronet in 1918, Sir Edward Cornwall was appointed to the Privy Council in the 1921 Birthday Honours.

572
*Knight’s Bachelor Badge, type 2, by Garrard & Co., hallmarked London 1962, in case of issue, virtually mint state
£200-250
573
*Knight’s Bachelor Badge, type 3, by Spink and Son Ltd., hallmarked London 1977, in case of issue (lid scuffed), virtually
mint state
£150-200
574
*The Order of St. John, Knight of Grace’s breast star, in silver and white enamel, 72.5mm, brooch-pin lacking keeper, otherwise good extremely fine
£200-300
575
*Imperial Service Order, Edward VII, by Elkington and Co., in
silver-gilt and enamels, in case of issue for an ISM, extremely fine
£180-220
576
*Society of St George, silver cross, in red enamel with white
enamel centre and applied silver figure of St George and the Dragon,
66mm, with pin-back suspension and additional suspension loop
on upper limb, good very fine
£100-150

576

GALLANTRY AWARDS
577
*Battle of Inkermann Distinguished Conduct Medal Trio awarded to Serjeant William Wilden, 1st Battalion
Coldstream Guards, who subsequently wrote an account of the Battle: Distinguished Conduct Medal, Victoria,
impressed (Wm. Wilden Coldstream Guards), Crimea 1854-56, 4 clasps Alma, Balaklava, Inkermann, Sebastopol, depot
impressed (8700. Corpl. Willm. Wilden 1st Battn. Coldstm. Guards), Turkish Crimea, Sardinian issue, unnamed, all with
silver riband brooches (by B. Bailey of Coventry), first two with contact wear and surface scratches, fine or better (3)
£4,000-5,000
D.C.M. recommended 2 April 1855; medal ordered 5 May 1855. The following is taken from his Discharge Paper: ‘Distinguished himself at the
battle of Inkermann-for which he received a medal for Distinguished Conduct in the Field.’
WILLIAM WILDEN was born in Darmsden,
near Newmarket in 1831, the eldest of 14
children. He joined the Coldstream
Guards on 5 February 1850, in July 1853
he was promoted to Corporal but was
reduced to Private and imprisoned in
January 1854, being released in the following month. He took part in the Battle
of Inkermann and his account of the battle is reproduced from Ross of
Bladensburg, Sir John, A History of the
Coldstream Guards 1815-1895, A.D.
Innes and Company, 1896:
“Suddenly the alarm came, “fall in”,
every man rushed for his rifle and
ammunition; the order was so sudden
many had not turned out, and several
took their places in the ranks only partly dressed; poor Captain Ramsden was
killed in his brown shooting-suit.
During the early part of the day, I
should think about 8 or 8.30, the atmosphere became so thick with fog, rain, or
mist, and the smoke from firing on both
sides, I was not able to see more than
eight or ten of my comrades, and
scarcely able to distinguish the enemy,
although within a few yards of him. At
this juncture an alarm ran through our
shattered ranks that the enemy was
surrounding us. This turned out to be
true, for he was working round our
right flank to obtain possession of the
small Sandbag battery.
A terrible struggle took place for possession of this battery; the enemy pushed his columns to the front in great numbers, and at the same time
his left flank was gradually working round and attacking our right. At this time I should think about two companies of our Battalion held the
battery. Here our losses were very heavy. We held it apparently for some time, and kept the Russian massive columns in check, until an unfortunate crisis happened our ammunition was exhausted, and, as our ranks were so terribly shattered, we were compelled by superior numbers to retire from the battery, or, in other words, we were driven out, and left it in the hands of the enemy; but only for a short time, for we
rallied and charged the enemy at the point of the bayonet and recaptured the battery. Here a dreadful struggle ensued, a hand-to-hand fight
took place, in which bayonets were freely used on both sides, and at one period stones were resorted to beat the enemy back from the northwestern embrasure.
Although several bayonet charges were made upon the enemy, we were unable any longer to hold our ground against overwhelming numbers, and greatly exhausted, we were compelled gradually to retire, at the same time disputing every inch of ground. Here the enemy gradually advanced, and many of our wounded comrades were bayoneted or killed by the enemy. At this moment, the welcome sound of the bugles
of the gallant Bosquet’s division of Zouaves reached our ears; their numbers enabled them to force the enemy back and regain the position we
were gradually losing. We then retired. Two long 18- pounder guns were about this time drawn by hand to replace those dismantled, and
were used until the close of the battle.”
Following the battle, on 22 November, Wilden was once more promoted to Corporal and on 28 May 1856 was promoted to Serjeant. On 15
December 1856 he requested his discharge on the reduction of the army and subsequently joined the City of London Police.
Offered with copied research.

578 (slightly reduced)

578
*The Fine Evacuation of Constanţa D.S.C. Group awarded to Captain Edwin John Couch, R.N., Five:
Distinguished Service Cross (hallmarked 1916), unofficially engraved (Lieut. Edwin J. Crouch. [sic] R.N.R. Transport
“Trevorian” Constanza 22nd Oct. 1916);
British War Medal (Lieut. E.J. Couch. R.N.R.);
France, Légion d’Honneur, Chevalier’s breast badge;
Russia, Order of S. Stanislaus, Military Division, Third Class breast badge in gold and enamels, by Dmitry Osipov;
Romania, Order of the Crown, Chevalier’s breast badge, with swords
mounted for wear, slight enamel damage to Légion d’Honneur, generally extremely fine (5)
£2,000-3,000
D.S.C.: London Gazette, 29 December 1916:
In recognition of the great coolness, judgment and resource, which [Captain John Couch] displayed under very trying circumstsnces during
the evacuation of Constanza on 22 October, 1916. The “Trevorian” was the last ship to leave harbour which was already being shelled, was
exposed to shell fire for an hour after putting to sea, and successfully avoided a submarine attack during the voyage. During the whole of this
time, Captain Couch remained on the bridge.”
Légion d’Honneur: London Gazette, 21 April 1917.
Order of St. Stanislaus: London Gazette, 22 June 1917.
Order of the Crown of Romania: London Gazette, 14 March 1919.
On October 22, 1916 German, Turkish and Bulgarian troops occupied Constanţa. According to the Treaty of Bucharest (which was never ratified by Romania), Constan?a remained under the joint control of the Central Powers. Allied troops liberated the city in 1918 after the successful offensive on the Thessaloniki Front knocked Bulgaria out of the War.

579 (slightly reduced)
579
*A Great War East Africa Operations C.M.G. Group awarded to Colonel C.U. Price, Indian Army, C.O. of Jacob’s
Rifles and a successful Column Commander whose forces captured Dar-es-Salaam in September 1916, Nine:
The Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George, Companion’s neck badge, in silver-gilt and enamel;
East and Central Africa 1897-99, 1 clasp, Uganda 1897-98, impressed (Lieut. C.U. Price. 3/Baluch L.I.);
China 1900, no clasp (Captain C.U. Price. 30/Baluch L.I.);
1914-15 Star (Lt. Col. C.U. Price, 1/130 Baluchis);
British War Medal and Victory Medal with M.i.D. (Col. C.U. Price);
Delhi Durbar 1903, impressed (Colonel C. V. [sic] Price, 130th Baluchis);
Delhi Durbar 1911, unnamed as issued;
Russia, Order of St. Anne, Military Division, third class badge in gold and enamels, by Dmitry Osipov, St Petersburg, width
34mm, marked beneath enamel and on suspension ring, kokoshniks also on (fronts) of sword-hilts,
reverse centre of St. Anne loose, otherwise generally extremely fine, C.M.G. on neck riband and others all mounted for wear
(9)
£4,000-5,000
C.M.G.: London Gazette, 26 June 1916.
Mentions in despatches: Several including London Gazette, 30 June 1916, 7 March 1918 and 6 August 1918 (all East Africa).
Order of St. Anne, 3rd Class: London Gazette 15 February 1917.
CHARLES UVEDALE PRICE was born in May 1868. He was educated at the United Services College, Westward Ho! and at Sandhurst. Originally
commissioned into the Royal Dublin Fusiliers in February 1888, he transferred to the Indian Army in January 1890 and served in the Zhob
Valley on the North West Frontier in the same year, afterwards gaining an appointment as a Wing Officer in the 30th Regiment of Bombay
Infantry (3rd Baluchis).

In January 1897, he was attached to the 27th Bombay Infantry (1st Baluchis) as Adjutant, qualifying for his first campaign medal with them in
the Uganda operations of 1897-98 when he was engaged against the Sudanese mutineers, including operations at Jeruba and Kijangute, and in
Budda and Ankoli, gaining a mention in despatches.
Shortly afterwards he sailed for China, and served as a Captain in the course of the Boxer Rebellion. Then in 1903, back in India, Price attended the Delhi Durbar, attached as a Political Officer to His Highness the Mir of Khairpur. He was advanced to Major in February 1906.
Appointed a Double Company Commander in the 130th K.G.O. Baluchis (Jacob’s Rifles) in October 1911, Price assumed command of the regiment in the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel in April 1915, and went on to serve with distinction in the operations in East Africa. In July 1915, in the
fighting in the Mbuyuni region, he was appointed to the command of the flanking column, comprising Jacob’s Rifles, the 4th K.A.R. and Cole’s
Scouts, sent by Brigadier-General Malleson to envelop the enemy’s left. Carrying out a well-timed circuitous night march, Price attacked at daybreak on the 14th but by 8am his force was checked by strong enemy resistance, and it became necessary to await more positive news from the
main attacking force to the Germans’ front. This initiative, however, lost momentum, and by the time Malleson’s order to call off the assault
reached Price, his force had been under a lively hostile fire for at least an hour. Unperturbed, Price disengaged and ‘brought away his force in
a steady and well-executed withdrawal, with slight loss’
In early July 1916, as C.O. of a 500-strong force comprising the 5th Light Infantry and a company of the 101st Grenadiers, Price was given the
task of capturing Tanga. Carrying out a successful landing on the southern shore of Manza Bay on the 5th, he moved his force inland towards
Amboni ‘which was reached next day after disposing of some slight resistance on the way’. On the 7th, he and his men crossed the Zigi River,
the final natural barrier between them and their goal. Tanga, however, was found to have been deserted by the enemy, although some had
remained behind in the surrounding bush from where they sniped at the British with good effect. Flushing out such opposition by means of frequent patrolling, Price moved on to Kange on the 17th. In early August, he was given overall command of two columns, numbering in total some
1400 men, to secure the crossings of the Wami River and opening up the way to attack Dar es-Salaam, the seat of government and principal port
of German East Africa. Price’s force was bolstered in strength by some 500 men and equipped with 20 machine-guns and was assembled at
Bagamoyo at the end of the month. It advanced on Dar es-Salaam while two smaller parties penetrated north to secure the railway line and some
important bridges and, just four days later, having encountered little opposition, Price’s main force was assembled on the heights near Mabibo,
from which the port could be seen less than three miles away. And early on that morning, after the Royal Navy had despatched a delegation
aboard the Echo with a formal summons to surrender, the 129th Baluchis, which had acted as Price’s advanced guard throughout the operation,
entered and took over the town. Once again, the Germans had made a hasty retreat, leaving behind 80 hospital patients and 370 non-combatants.
For his part in some of the above related operations in German East Africa, Price was awarded the C.M.G. and mentioned in despatches, in addition to gaining appointment to the Russian Order of St Anne. And in the later operations of that theatre of war between 1917-18, he again distinguished himself and was twice more the recipient of a “mention”. The Colonel, who retired to South Africa, died in May 1956.

580
*Great War Military Medal to a Casualty (42231 Pte. J. Janes. 76/F.A. R.A.M.C.), good extremely fine and toned
£300-350
London Gazette: 29 August 1918 (where surname given as ‘James’ (Bristol).
PRIVATE JOHN JANES, 76th Field Ambulance R.A.M.C., was killed in action on 28 May 1918 and is commemorated on the Soissons Memorial.

581
*A Well-Documented Great War D.C.M., M.M. Group awarded to Bombardier A.C. Camm, R.F.A., Five:
Distinguished Conduct Medal (68740 Bmbr. A.C. Camm 9/By 41/Bde R.F.A.);
Military Medal (68740 Bmbr. A.C. Camm 9/By R.F.A.);
1914 Star with Bar 5th Aug.-22nd Nov. 1914 (Gnr. A.C. Camm R.F.A.);
British War Medal and Victory Medal with M.i.D. (68740 Bmbr. A.C. Camm R.A.),
good fine to very fine (5)
£1,500-2,000
M.M.: London Gazette, 12 September 1916.
D.C.M.: London Gazette, 20 October 1916:
‘For conspicuous gallantry in laying and repairing telephone wires under heavy fire. He has been three times noted for bravery and resource.’
ARTHUR CHARLES CAMM was born at Dunstan, Lincolnshire. He enlisted in the Royal Artillery on 18 January 1912 at Stratford (Essex) at the age
of 19 years and 9 months, giving his trade as ‘barman’.
The lot includes Camm’s Soldier’s “Small Book”, New Testament extract and notebook, Discharge and other documents, 12 wartime postcards
including a photograph of members of Camm’s unit, London D.C.M. League membership card (dating from the 1960s) and copied research,
including excerpts from 41st Brigade R.F.A.’s War Diaries recording actions at Vimy, Montauban and Shilly, July-August 1916.

582
*A Good Great War D.S.O., M.C. Group awarded to Major T.F. Young, Royal Engineers, with individual citations
for both gallantry awards, Five:
Distinguished Service Order, George V;
Military Cross, George V;
1914-15 Star (Lieut. T.F. Young R.E.);
British War Medal and Victory Medal with M.i.D. (Major T.F. Young), mounted for wearing, extremely fine (5)
£2,000-3,000
M.C.: London Gazette, 22nd September 1916:
“For conspicuous gallantry during operations. For two days he did most gallant work, collecting wounded in ‘No Man’s Land’ under heavy
fire, quite regardless of his own safety.”
D.S.O.: London Gazette, 15 February 1919:
“On the River Lys at Ceume, on the night of 16th-17th October 1918, for conspicuous gallantry & devotion to duty. He commanded the field company which was entrusted with the task of throwing bridges across the river to enable an infantry brigade to cross & seize a bridgehead. He
first made a reconnaissance of the river bank, & later, despite heavy shelling, brought his equipment up & constructed two bridges. Again on
the night of 19th-20th, thanks to his coolness & ability, a bridge & two ferries were constructed under heavy trench mortar & machine-gun fire,
& the brigade enabled to cross.”
Offered with research and photocopied records.

583
*The Unique D.F.C. and India General Service Pair awarded to Squadron Leader Karun Krishna “Jumbo”
Majumdar, I.A.F., who was additionally awarded a Bar to his D.F.C. shortly before his death in 1945 and who came to be
known as the ‘Father of the Indian Air Force’, comprising:
Distinguished Flying Cross, reverse dated 1942;
India General Service Medal 1936, 2 clasps North West Frontier 1936-37, North West Frontier 1937-39, impressed (F-O.
K.K. Majumdar, I.A.F.), second clasp loose on ribbon, both medals with riband brooches for wearing, extremely fine;
together with additional related items, including:
Original Flying Log Book, covering the period 9th January 1941 - 2nd February 1945;
Original embossed identity ‘dog tag’ (K.K. MAJUMDAR / OFFCR / CHRISTIAN / IAF);
Miniature D.F.C. and Bar with miniature I.G.S. 1936, 1 clasp North West Frontier 1936-37;
A duplicate miniature I.G.S. 1936, 1 clasp North West Frontier 1936-37;
Tunic riband brooch as worn by Majumdar, representing D.F.C. and Bar, I.G.S.M. and 1939-45 Star;
Epaulettes (4 pairs), comprising two pairs of I.A.F. (khaki) issue, one with rank of Squadron Leader and one of Wing Commander,
and R.A.F (blue) issue, one with rank of Pilot Officer, the other of Wing Commander;
Three Indian Air Force cloth Wings and two I.A.F. Pilot Officer’s neckwear bands;
R.A.F. Reconnaissance patch, an ‘INDIA’ shoulder patch and two further D.F.C. / I.G.S. ribbon bars (lot)
£20,000-30,000
Note: “Jumbo” Majumdar was killed on 17th February, 1945 when his Hurricane stalled and crashed as a result of a technical failure during an
air display in India. He therefore never received the Bar to his D.F.C., which had been gazetted less than a month earlier, although the second
award is represented on both his tunic riband bar and as a dress miniature. Similarly Majumdar’s WW2 service medals, which would have been
prepared in India, were never issued although the 1939-45 Star ribbon does appear on his tunic bar.
Provenance: By direct descent.
D.F.C.: London Gazette, 10th November 1942. The following is taken from the official citation:
“Early this year this officer commanded the squadron during its activities in Burma. He led two unescorted attacks on enemy airfields in
Thailand and attacks in support of the army in Tennasserim; he also completed valuable reconnaissances during the retirement from
Rangoon to the Prome positions”.
Bar to D.F.C.: London Gazette, 23rd January 1945. The following is taken from the official citation:
“This officer has completed many tactical reconnaissance and photographic sorties. His keenness for operational work and his skill on difficult
and dangerous missions has always been outstanding. Before the advance northwards in France, he completed exceptionally valuable photographic reconnaissances of the Seine bridges, in the face of heavy ground defences. He has also participated in long tactical reconnaissances
on which he was several times intercepted by superior formations of enemy aircraft. His skill and courage have always been outstanding”.
The following entries are included in Majumdar’s Log Book, which also includes an original photograph of 268 Squadron R.A.F. at St. Omer,
France and of his Typhoon 1B:

February 3 1942:
February 6 1942:
March 1 1942:
June 24 1944:
July 7 1944:
July 12 1944:
August 13 1944 :
September 1 1944:
September 5 1944:
September 16 1944:
January 28 1945:

‘Raid over Mahongsongh’
‘Raid over Moulmein’
‘Lashio to Mansam (forced Landing due to E action).’
‘Tac/R. Laigle, attacked by 4 M.E. 109s.’
‘Photo/R Caen area-No 1, intense flak’
‘Tac/R –Laigle area, flak accurate-hot’
‘Photo/R-Falaise No. 1’
‘Tac/R-testing flack over Havere No. 1.’
‘Tac/R-Boulogne No.1. Hit by flak.’
‘Tac/R-Holland-V2 patrol-no. 1.’
‘Display aerobatics’

The lot also includes extensive photocopied and recorded documentation, including previously unpublished material and comprising:
Majumdar’s personal diary for 1944-45, the entries from 4th February 1945 being written by his wife Premola (also referred to as ‘Kooiee’ in
many of the entries).
10 June 1944:
‘Went to Rouen, Some light flak. Feel I can cope all right; Burma was tougher…’
24 June 1944:
‘Just as I finished my recce 4 M.E. 109s attacked us from astern and 600 feet above. Turned into them & started a very
tight turn.’
7 July 1944:
‘Finished job in absolute hail of FLAK, like Dewali night. Got back OK…’
12 July 1944:
‘Intense and accurate FLAK from the Fôret de Laigle - like red billiard balls…’
13 August 1944:
‘Did a special photo job…Photos very successful.. (Later annotation…My photos were required for the battle of
Falaise)’
26 August 1944:
‘Flak around Rouen got boxed in by 88mm fire at one time but managed to wriggle out by diving and climbing...’
28 August 1944:
‘Went through an absolute hail of Flak to get photos of the rail bridge over the Seine at Rouen...’
1 September 1944:
‘I seem to have a charmed existence and have not been hit once so far (touch wood)...’
5 September 1944:
‘Ran into very heavy flak and got hit in the rudder. Got away by climbing into cloud..’
12 September 1944:
‘Two P.R. people from group came and took particulars of my career and photographed me in a Typhoon…’
13 September 1944
‘Had my portrait done in pastels by a man named Dring. Excellent to watch him at work. This, apparently, is under
Air Ministry instructions for the National Gallery..’
20 September 1944
‘Did my last operational flight. Very tricky low level obliques of bridges on the Neder Rhine and Waal. Weather
extremely bad…’
28 January 1945
‘Display Day. Went very well A.O.A. arrived. Says I have been given a bar to my D.F.C. Nothing official yet…’
30 January 1945
‘Official signal came through via Kohat of the bar to my D.F.C. Kooiee will be pleased…’
Dutt, K.N., A Coin of Indian Metal, a substantial 185-page biography of Majumdar originally published in India in 1949;
DVDs (3): (i) A recording of Majumdar’s speech given in February 1945, emphasising the importance of airpower and looking to the future of
the Indian Air Force (with printed copy of the text); (ii) “Legends of the I.A.F.”, a brief biographical film of Majumdar’s career; and (iii) ‘Glimpses
of I.A.F. history through the eyes of Marshal of the Air Force Arjan Singh” in which Majumdar (a close friend of Singh) features prominently
in the section covering the period to the end of World War II;
Various photocopied biographical documents, including a letter to Majumdar from F/O Harjinder Singh , 17th March 1944, sent on his arrival
in England.

KARUN KRISHNA MAJUMDAR was born in Calcutta on 6th September 1913. He was educated at St. Paul’s School, Darjeeling before sailing from
Bombay aboard the S.S. Rawalpindi for England, to train at R.A.F. Cranwell from February, 1932. He passed out in December 1933, sixth out
of the list of 30, was gazetted as a Pilot Officer and posted to Old Sarum. After finishing his course there he was posted briefly to No. 2 Squadron
R.A.F. before returning to India to join the recently-formed No. 1 Squadron, Indian Air Force, in November 1934.
In May 1935 Majumdar was in Quetta when the earthquake struck and, with other members of the Squadron, he took part in the rescue work.
On 9th July 1935 he received his commission as Flying Officer, subsequently becoming Flight Commander ‘C’ Flight, No. 1 Squadron, which
moved to Fort Miransah, Waziristan (where he remained until September 1939, when the policing of the Frontier was handed over to the I.A.F.
Volunteer Reserves). Promoted to Squadron Leader, Majumdar took command of No. 1 Squadron in June, 1941. In the following January,
equipped with Lysanders, the Squadron arrived in Burma and was based at Tuogoo Airfield from 1st February 1942. It was to be an eventful
month; on the very next day the airfield was attacked by the Japanese and most of the existing Allied installations and aircraft were destroyed
with only the I.A.F.’s Lysanders being left unscathed. Majumdar immediately planned a retaliatory raid and on the following day, 3rd February,
he settled himself into a Lysander armed with two 250 lb. bombs attached to improvised racks. Asking one of the boys to give the ‘fan a turn’,
he received the retort: ‘Where are you going?’ to which he replied: ‘Just for a little outing - I’ll be back soon!’
The use of Lysanders in offensive bombing missions had previously been unheard-of but, with an escort of two N.Z.A.F. Buffalos, Majumdar flew
at treetop level in the direction of the Japanese base at Mae-Huangsu. Achieving total surprise he dropped his bombs on an aircraft hangar,
destroying both it and the aircraft it contained. On the following day he led the entire squadron on a further mission when they succeeded in
destroying several buildings, wireless installations and ground aircraft. On the next day No. 1 Squadron was called down to Mingaladon, just
outside Rangoon, and joining with 28 Squadron they carried out a raid on Moulmein Dockyards under Majumdar’s leadership. Direct hits were
scored on the railway station and various dockyard buildings.
By the end of the month the situation in Burma had deteriorated to the extent that the R.A.F. and No. 1 Squadron were ordered back to India,
with the exception of a few I.A.F. pilots, including ‘Jumbo’ who quickly became accustomed to frequent solo reconnaissance flights over
Thailand. During one such foray he spotted a new Japanese airstrip. He reported it to the Intelligence Officer who refused to believe him, so
the I.O. was invited to take a ride in his Lysander. On pointing out the feature the I.O. still refused to believe Majumdar, claiming the strip was
not straight enough to land on. Immediately ‘Jumbo’ pulled his aircraft over and performed a touch-and-go landing, thus finally convincing the
I.O. On another occasion he had to make a forced landing in the Shan jungle, and after four days alone he was fortunately rescued by a group
of Shan tribesmen. Finally, he was amongst the last Allied pilots to leave Burma, escaping Rangoon aboard a Flying Fortress on 11th March.
During a frenetic and eventful few weeks No. 1 Squadron I.A.F. had lost just one pilot and one air gunner, and for his leadership of the Squadron
during the Burma Campaign ‘Jumbo’ Majumdar was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross - the first Indian Officer to be so decorated.
For the next two years Majumdar remained in India. By this time a Wing Commander he sought permission to take part in the European War,
especially the anticipated operation which would become known as D-Day. He arrived in England in mid-March 1944 and took up active flying
duties at the beginning of June when he was attached to 268 Squadron in a reconnaissance role. His first operational flight took place on the
10th June, a reconnaissance over the River Seine, and included an attack on enemy ground targets. By the end of his operational tour on 20th
September he had flown 65 sorties in 100 days. Of particular significance were Majumdar’s reconnaissances of the heavily-fortified Falaise Gap.
He immediately volunteered for this hazardous operation and his photographs were later used by Montgomery in the Battle of Falaise. For his
work in North Western Europe he was awarded a bar to his D.F.C., thus becoming the only Indian Officer to receive a second award.
Late in 1944, Majumdar returned to India. Early in the New Year he was given the task of awakening the air-mindedness of the public, especially amongst college students, as recruitment to the I.A.F. had fallen dramatically and it was felt that a high-profile figure of ‘Jumbo’s’ stature
could boost the prospects for India’s future air power. He was asked to lead air displays throughout India and the job also included talks, broadcasts and personal appearances. From the start the ‘Flying Circus’ seemed doomed, with three pilots losing their lives during training at Kohat.
On 15th February 1945, the Display Flight arrived at Lyallpur and on the 17th Majumdar decided to perform an aeronautical display in a
Hurricane, even though he knew the aircraft had a history of mechanical problems. Roaring into the air before a large audience, he executed
some high-level turns and then produced a manoeuvre involving a dive, during which one of the undercarriage legs became unlocked from the
wheel-well and deployed down. The Hurricane’s stability was upset and it stalled and crashed, killing the pilot instantly.
By general consent, K.K. Majumdar’s example and vision for Indian airpower would have seen him rise to the highest level in the postIndependence Indian Air Force.
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expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from
the Buyer;
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price
at the rates set out in the Important
Information for Buyers;
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the
auction or the post auction sale price;
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s
Expenses;
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller
has agreed to sell a lot.
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT,
where applicable.
3. Examination of Lots
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly
dependent on information provided by the
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot
is available for examination before sale.
Bidders are responsible for carrying out
examinations and research before sale to
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots
and accuracy of descriptions.
(b) All oral and/or written information
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion
and not representations of fact. Estimates may
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling
price or value of the lot and may be revised
from time to time at M&E’s absolute
discretion.

4. Exclusions and limitations of liability
to Buyers
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee.
(b) Subject to Condition 4(a), neither M&E
nor the Seller:(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any
oral or written information provided to
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or
otherwise;
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders
and any implied warranties and conditions are
excluded (save in so far as such obligations
cannot be excluded by English law), other than
the express warranties given by the Seller to
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely
responsible) under the Conditions of Business
for Sellers;
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise)
by M&E in connection with the conduct of
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall
be liable for any indirect or consequential
losses.
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for
death or personal injury caused by the
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the
Seller.
5. Bidding at Auction
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse
admission to the auction. Before sale,
Bidders must complete a Registration Form
and supply such information and references
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally
liable for their bid and are jointly and
severally liable with their principal, if
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior
and express consent must be obtained).
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute
absentee written bids provided that they are,
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient
time and in legible form.
(c) When available, written and telephone
bidding is offered as a free service at the
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone
bidding may be recorded.
6. Import, Export and Copyright
Restrictions
M&E and the Seller make no representations
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain
any copyright clearance or any necessary
import, export or other licence required by
law, including licenses required under the
Convention on the International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES).

7. Conduct of the Auction
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale
(including after the fall of the hammer) if
(s)he believes that there may be an error or
dispute, and may also take such other action
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary.
(b) The auctioneer will commence and
advance the bidding in such increments as
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract
between the Buyer and the Seller is
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's
hammer.
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall
incorporate these Conditions of Business.
8. Payment and Collection
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance,
payment of the Purchase Price is due in
pounds sterling immediately after the auction
(the "Payment Date").
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in
cleared funds. M&E will generally not
release a lot to a Buyer before payment.
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase
Price, as above.
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6,
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a).
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots
within 10 working days of the auction.
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working
days after the auction. Until risk passes,
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer.
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the
Conditions of Business for Sellers.
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any
acts or omissions of third party packers or
shippers.
9. Remedies for non-payment
Without prejudice to any rights that the
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment for the lot
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more
of the following remedies:(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense;
(b) cancel the sale of the lot;
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by
the Buyer for the lot;

(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase
Price is received in cleared funds;
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion,
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any
shortfall between the original Purchase Price
and the amount achieved on re-sale,
including all costs incurred in such re-sale;
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days
written notice before exercising such lien;
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest
and legal costs;
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller
to enable the Seller to commence legal
proceedings.

10. Failure to collect purchases
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but
does not collect the lot within 20 working
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s
premises or in independent storage.
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within
6 months of the auction, following 60 days
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer
within 2 years of the original auction.
11. Data Protection
(a) M&E will use information supplied by
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by
M&E for the provision of auction related
services, client administration, marketing and
as otherwise required by law.
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing
of their personal information and to the
disclosure of such information to third

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per
Condition 9(i).
.

12. Miscellaneous
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions
and all other materials produced by M&E are
the copyright of M&E.
(b) These Conditions of Business are not
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s
prior written consent, but are binding on
Bidders'
successors,
assigns
and
representatives.
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set
out the entire agreement between the parties.
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts
shall remain in full force and effect.
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be
interpreted in accordance with English Law,
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of
Property which is later shown to be a
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase
Price.
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after
the date of the relevant auction, is for the
benefit of the Buyer only and is nontransferable.
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable
opinion is an imitation created with the intent
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date,
age, period, culture or source, where the
correct description of such matters is not
included in the catalogue description for the
Property.
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit
solely because of any damage and/or
restoration and/or modification work
(including, but not limited to, traces of
mounting, tooling or repatinating).
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply
if either:-

(i) the catalogue description was in
accordance with the generally accepted
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit
would have been by means of processes not
then generally available or accepted,
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or
likely to have caused damage to or loss in
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of
the Property from its value had it accorded
with its catalogue description.
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer
must:(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing
within one (1) month of receiving any
information that causes the Buyer to
question the authenticity or attribution of the
Property, specifying the lot number,

date of the auction at which it was
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to
be Counterfeit; and
(ii) return the Property to Morton
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in
the Property, free from any third party claims
arising after the date of the sale.
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive
any of the above requirements. Morton &
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at
the Buyer's cost the reports of two
independent and recognised experts in the
relevant field and acceptable to Morton &
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer,
and reserves the right to seek additional
expert advice at its own expense. In the
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to
two mutually approved independent expert
reports, provided always that the costs of
such reports have been approved in advance
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd.

ABSENTEE BID FORM
(please print clearly or type)

Sale Title:
Name

Medals, Orders and Decorations

Address

Date:
26 November 2014
Please mail or fax to:
Morton & Eden Ltd.
Nash House
St George Street
London W1S 2FQ
Fax: +44 (0)20 7495 6325
Important
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s)
mentioned below. These bids are to be
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not
exceeding the specified amount.
The
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by
placing a bid on behalf of the seller. The
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the
seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot.
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s
Conditions of Business. If any bid is successful, I
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer
price at the rate stated in the front of the
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium
and the hammer price.

Postcode
Telephone/Home

Business

Fax

VAT No.

Email
Signed

Date

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)
Card Number
Cardholder Name
Expiry Date

Issue No. (debit cards only)

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)
Billing Address (if different from above)

Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are
authorising payment for this sale)

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick ⃞
Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Payment Instructions:
Sterling Cash
Subject to statutory limits
Cheque or Banker’s Draft
Drawn on a recognised UK bank.
Foreign cheques will not be accepted.
Credit/Debit Card
All credit and non-UK debit card payments are
subject to a surcharge of 2%.
Direct Bank Transfer



Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

Lot No

Lot Description

£ Bid Price

